
 
Bagpipes in cinema films 

(A survey) 
 
In this list I provide only basic information, thus refraining from adding general contents (plots), which can be found on the 
internet. In order to locate the scenes in which bagpipes can be heard and/or seen, I have tried to find full versions of all the 
films. Knowing that the maintenance of this list will be a challenge, I hope that the present result is satisfactory. 
 
Accountability:  
The contents of this list is mainly based on 2 websites: http://fraser.cc/pipes/movies.html (below abbreviated into FR) and 
http://scottish-wedding-dreams.com/bagpipes-movies.html (WD). Even though several of the remarks on the latter website 
are identical or quite similar to those of the former, both of them were equally valuable elements in my research, indeed, 
because they provided the preliminary framework of this survey, saving me a lot of time in trying to find out which films to 
add to this list. Unfortunately, I noticed several incorrections in the descriptions provided by these websites, but that fact 
doesn't diminish my appreciation of their value. In some cases I refer to details provided, even if I was unable to confirm 
such information. To enable easy comparison, I have reproduced the original texts (including eventual typos, marked in 
yellow [and corrected in square brackets]). Website WD qualifies all its films as "bagpipes movies" (➺ NB, below!), which in 
my perception is, however, an entirely different category, called documentaries, in which bagpipes play a prominent role. 
NB: A peculiar example of WD's odd interpretation is Baraka (1992), with the curious description on the website "features 
various world music and new age music. In the final [?] scene of this bagpipes movie, the Kuwaiti oil wells are burning as a 
piper plays a piobaireachd [?], adding another to the list of bagpipes movies" (➺ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRBJSKSBy-w [59:30 – 1:01:22], showing a scene in Israel, accompanied by Tibetan 
music, to which only the sound of Scottish bagpipes is added…). 
 
When a safe version of a full film wasn't available, rendering it impossible to check the exact location(s) of the mentioned 
bagpipe scene(s), or if I was unable to detect it (or them) at all, I marked the title of the concerning film in yellow as well. 
When a film has an alternative title, I added the latter in the usual alphabetical order, referring to the main title, marked in 
green. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the mentioned sources are English spoken… 
 
At the end of this survey I have added, in alphabetical order, simplified incipits (i.e. without grace notes) of all tunes which I 
was able to recognise. I also added incipits of all tunes that are marked in turquoise in the main text, the titles of which I was 
unable to identify. The alphabetical order of the latter section remains identical to that of the film(s) in which they occur. 
 
NB¹: Unless stated otherwise, the bagpipes are of the now common Scottish/Irish Highland type. 
NB²: If available, names of pipers and pipe bands are mentioned, but they are very rarely given in the closing credits, &c. 
NB³: With very rare exceptions I have refrained from ventilating my personal view on the quality of the mentioned scenes. 
 
WS, 24 Dec. 2021. 
 
 
 

Alphabetical index of films 
 

1 - 9 
3 items 

 
7 Faces of Dr. Lao (1964). 100 minutes. American fantasy-comedy, based on the 1935 novel The Circus of Dr. Lao by Charles 

G. Finney. Screenplay: Charles Beaumont. Dir.: George Pal. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:32:20 – 1:36:09 ([Name of tune? (or only an often repeated fragment)], played by an unseen 

pipe band, the sound of which is drowned beyond recognition by the surrounding noise, however). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/46917487170 (English spoken, with subtitles in Spanish)  

55 Days at Peking (1963). 153 minutes. American historical war drama, based on the 1963 novel by Noel Gerson. Screenplay: 
Philip Yordan and Bernard Gordon. Dir.: Nicholas Ray. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 2:31:39 – 2:32:00 (A regiment of Scottish pipers can be heard [but not seen] very briefly, playing 

Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBEedE-Vkgk 

1969 (1988). 95 minutes. American war drama. Screenplay and dir.: Ernest Thompson. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The pipes are heard, but not sean [seen] during the funeral of a brother who 

was killed in Vietnam". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
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A 
2 items 

 
The Accidental golfer (English title): Den Ofrivillige golfaren. 
Anzio: ➺ Lo Sbarco di Anzio. 
Army of darkness (1992). 81 minutes (US), 88 minutes (International). American comedy horror. Screenplay: Sam and Ivan 

Raimi. Dir.: Sam Raimi. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 54:05-12 (Skeleton soldiers march with bagpipes, the only bagpipe-like sound of which is a fake 

orchestral drone). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xX6g3Cr3Vdo. 

Assault force (American TV title of "ffolkes"): ➺ North Sea hijack. 
The Avengers (1998). 89 minutes. American espionage action. Adaptation of the British television series. Screenplay: Don 

MacPherson. Dir.: Jeremiah S. Chechik. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 59:12 – 1:00:02 (Some pipers in uniform stand with the blowpipes in their mouths, but don't play 

at all). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/227329379053. 

 
 

B 
17 items 

 
Backdraft (1991). 137 minutes. American drama thriller. Screenplay: Gregory Widen. Dir.: Ron Howard. 

Scene with bagpipe(s): A pipe band plays [Name of tune?] at a funeral cortege. 
Source: No safe full film found (➺ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNVdykG5nKw). 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, the pipers were from the Chicago Emerald Society Pipe Band. 

The Battle for Anzio: ➺ Lo Sbarco di Anzio. 
The Battle of Britain (1969). 132 minutes. WW II drama. Screenplay: James Kennaway and Wilfred Greatorex. Dir.: Guy 

Hamilton. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 26:04-21 (A soldier plays a rather poor out-of-tune rendition of Green hills of Tyrol). 
Source: ➺ https://lookmovie.ag/movies/view/battle-of-britain-1969. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "The piper was P/M Gordon Spiers", but the name isn't mentioned in the closing credits. 
NB²: According to website WD, "The P/M Gordon Spiers were the pipers…", which I consider a rather silly remark. 

The Beatles: Yellow submarine: ➺ The Yellow submarine. 
Bedknobs and broomsticks (1971). 133 minutes. American hybrid musical fantasy, based on the stories The Magic Bedknob 

(1945) & Bonfires and Broomsticks (1947) by [Kathleen] Mary Norton. Screenplay: Bill Walsh and Don DaGradi. Dir.: 
Robert Stevenson. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 45:09-45 (Soldiers are dancing in the streets to the [electronic?] sound of unseen bagpipes that 

play [Name of tune?]). 
Source: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NVYHtZodeg&list=PLTYoHtuyugoCFMasu_NvWPLuNhy9Pi4LZ&index=7&t=0s&
app=desktop. 

Bhowani junction (1956). 110 minutes. American-British drama. Adaptation of the 1954 novel by John Masters. Screenplay: 
Sonya Levien and Ivan Moffat. Dir.: George Cukor. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:27 – 4:14 (A marching Indian regimental pipe band plays a medley, starting with The Brown haired maiden, 
followed by [Name of Tune?]; ➺ NB). 

1:26:37 – 1:28:20 (2 Indian pipers and 2 drummers play Indian dances). 
1:49:11-40 (The regimental pipe band [of scene 1] plays Loch Lomond). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/784385772117. 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, the pipe band [of scene 1] are The Frontier Force Rifles (Nowadays in Pakistan), 

"playing the tune We're nae awa' tae bide awa", which I have not detected anywhere in the mentioned source. 
The Big jump: ➺ The Red beret. 
Billy Liar (1963). 98 minutes. British comedy-drama, based on the 1959 novel by Keith Waterhouse. Screenplay: Keith 

Waterhouse and Willis Hall. Dir.: John Schlesinger. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 30:52 – 31:11 (An all-girl pipe band marches through a supermarket, playing Scotland the brave). 
Source: http://som.ru.net/v/283413. 

Black and white in color (1976). 90 minutes. Black war comedy. Original title: La victoire en chantant (1976). Renamed Noirs 
et blancs en couleur (i.e. after its American title) after winning the Oscar for Best Non-English Language Film in 1977. 
Screenplay: Jean-Jacques Annaud and Georges Conchon. Dir.: Jean-Jacques Annaud .  
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:23:40 – 1:24:42 (Highland pipers play [Name of Tune?] at the arrival of an infantry battalion). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/200177289974. 

Black robe (1991). 101 minutes. Biography (17th century), after the novel by Irish Canadian author Brian Moore. Screenplay: 
Brian Moore. Dir.: Bruce Beresford. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 10:00-13 (The band Ad Vielle Que Pourra performing with piper Gilles Plante [followed by very 

brief fragments of flute playing].). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gywYLsxVwmw. 
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NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The film features the band 'Ad Vielle Que Pourra' with piper Gilles Plante 
performing at an outdoor gathering", but these details are not mentioned in the closing credits, in which, however, 
Gilles Plante is mentioned as "Early Music Advisor [sic]". 

NB²: The dimly lit scene renders it difficult to recognise the bagpipe exactly, but is seems to be of the mediaeval type… 
Blink (1994). 106 minutes. American neo-noir thriller. Screenplay: Dana Stevens. Dir,: Michael Apted. 

Scene with bagpipe(s):  
Source: https://ok.ru/video/82717772354. ® 
NB: Contains, according to website WD "some of the Chicago bands", but I didn't detect any bagpipe (or its sound for 

that matter), nor are the names of any pipe bands mentioned in the closing credits or anywhere else… 
Blue heat: ➺ The Last of the finest. 
Bonnie Prince Charlie (1948). 118 minutes (original cut: 140 min.). British biographical historic drama about the 1745 

Jacobite Rebellion. Screenplay: Clemence Dane [?]. Dir.: Anthony Kimmins. 
5 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

19:30 – 21:12 (Gathering of the clans, each of them arriving with their pipers playing a different tune, which are The 
Hills of Glenorchy, Hot punch, The Haughs o'Cromdale, 2 unidentified ones [Names?]), and Pìobaireachd of 
Donald Dhu [which is played when the Camerons of Lochiel are announced]). 

23:56 – 24:25 (A marching pipe band playing [Name of tune?]). 
27:41 - 29:20 (Pipers playing Jennie's black e'e). 
29:26-43 (A piper playing Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu). 
1:03:26 – 1:05:41 (Showing a man carrying a bagpipe). 

Source: https://archive.org/details/BonniePrinceCharlie1948. 
Bonnie Scotland (1935). 80 minutes (black & white). A Laurel and Hardy film. Screenplay: James W. Horne, Charley Rogers, 

Stan Laurel, Frank Butler, Albert Austin, Wilson Collison, and Jefferson Moffitt. Dir.: James W. Horne. 
5 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

Opening screen with the credits. 
11:07 – 12:43 (A public notary hands over a valuable heirloom (viz a set of bagpipes that were played at the Battle of 

Waterloo and other battles) to Stanley MacLaurel [After which the instrument is seen several times]). 
16:19-51 (Oliver expresses his disbelieve that the instrument was really blown at Waterloo, throws it on the floor, 

where it produces a sad sound and sprays water into his face). 
37:15 - 38:15, and 56:27 – 58:25 (As members of a regiment, Laurel & Hardy march to The Campbells are coming, 

played by a pipe band). 
1:15:51 – 1:16:37 (Pursued by a swarm of bees, the couple runs through the band that is playing the same tune 

again). 
Source: https://vider.info/vid/+fnsnsv8 [Oddly, this URL leads to an error (404), but when searched for "Bonnie Scotland 

(1935) full movie", this version is found (Upon opening it this URL proves to be correct). If still having difficulties, try 
https://zaq2.pl/video/pkbfd (English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Polish [includes commercials, which cause a 
different "timing" of scenes (➺ 39:06 – 40:07, 59:07 – 1:01:29, and 1:19:23 – 1:20:07)]). 

NB: Notably funny, in my opinion, is also the scene in which Laurel & Hardy are supposed to clean the floor of the 
compound, but decide to do a dance to the accompaniment of a military band [➺ 1:03:00 – 1:05:49]… 

Braveheart (1995). 178 minutes. American drama. Screenplay: Randall Wallace. Dir.: Mel Gibson. 
4 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

12:00 – 13:14 (A piper "plays" Great Highland Bagpipes [Name of tune?], but the sound is that of Uilleann Pipes). 
18:08 – 19:02 ([Name of tune?], played on a tin whistle, that is joined by some bagpipe [Scottish small pipes?]). 
24:47 – 25:00 (Uilleann pipes are heard again [Name of tune?]). 
1:54:11-52 (Uilleann pipes once more [Name of tune?], now accompanied by a symphony orchestra). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/232284490254. 
NB: Originally, the intention was to use Great Highland Bagpipes, but because the movie was filmed in Ireland, Gibson 

decided that the Uilleann Pipes sounded better. They are played by Eric Rigler (➺ Closing credits, during which he 
plays as well). 

Breaker Morant (1980). 107 minutes. Australian Boer war drama (South Africa, 1899-1902), based on the stage-play by 
Kenneth G. Ross. Screenplay: Bruce Beresford, Kenneth G. Ross, Jonathan Hardy, and David Stevens. Dir.: Bruce 
Beresford. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

47:44 – 48:08 (During the night a piper is heard playing a bagpipe [Name of tune?]). 
1:29:56 – 1:30:42 (A similar scene, this time starting faintly, but increasing [Name of tune?]). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GS7uwvy57k. 
Breaking the waves (Denmark, 1996). 158 minutes. Drama, filmed in the Scottish Highlands. Screenplay: David Pirie, Peter 

Asmussen, and Lars von Trier. Dir.: Lars von Trier. 
4 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

7:00-28 & 7:29-50 (Barren rocks of Aden, cut off abruptly, and followed by Scotland the brave]. 
9:02-26 [cut off abruptly] (Tom Harboe [➺ closing credits] plays Bob Dylan's Blowing in the wind, accompanied by 

Jan Harboe (electric bass), and Ulrik Corlin (drums)). 
15:24 – 16:08 (Flashes of Scotland the brave, heard in the distance). 
16:14 – 17:08 [Cut off abruptly] (Peter Roderick McLeod plays his own composition Pipe Major Donald McLean). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/96103762547 (English spoken, with subtitles in Arabic). 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, the Dane Tom Harboe plays with The Heather Pipes & Drums of Copenhagen. 
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The Bridge on the river Kwai (1957). 161 minutes. War adventure drama, based on the 1952 novel by Pierre Boulle. 
Screenplay: Carl Foreman and Michael Wilson. Dir.: David Lean. 
Sources: https://ok.ru/video/38242224706 and https://ok.ru/video/2090020047523. 
NB: According to website WD, "When the British troops arrive, they are marching to the pipers…", but I didn't detect that 

scene in either of the mentioned sources. The only sound I heard of an arriving regiment, is the soldiers' whistling of 
the Colonel Bogey march (➺ 7:47 – 10:23 (The whistling is partially accompanied by an unseen military band).  

A Bridge too far (1977). 176 minutes. WW II drama. Adaptation of the novel by Cornelius Ryan. Screenplay: William 
Goldman. Dir.: Richard Attenborough. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "The distant sound of the pipes can be heard in the scene in which the relief force comes 

to the aid of the embattled soldiers holding the Arnheim [sic] bridge". A similar remark can also be found on website 
WD, but I haven't detected that moment in any of the available sources.  

NB²: ➺ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxhJrfUs95s. 
Brigadoon (1954). 108 minutes. Musical drama. Screenplay: Alan Jay Lerner, based on his 1947 Broadway musical. Dir.: 

Vincente Minnelli. 
NB¹: Contains, according to website FR, a scene in which "eight clans come marching across the bridge, led by their 

pipers, apparently to attend to the wedding". A similar remark can also be found on website WD, but I haven't 
detected that moment in any of the available sources. 

NB²: ➺ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hW5N7K1gFiw [Parts of the soundtrack are mute. Contains commercials]. 
The Buccaneer (1958). 119 minutes. Pirate-war film about Jean Lafitte and the Battle of New Orleans. Screenplay: Jesse 

Lasky Jr. and Bernice Mosk. Dir.: Anthony Quinn. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:36:42 – 1:37:01 (A pipe band is faintly heard in the background of a battle scene, but there are moments in which 
melodies can be heard clearly: Highland laddie, abruptly followed "in the distance" by The Corn rigs are bonnie). 

1:37:19 – 1:42:21 (Glendaruel highlanders, The Corn rigs are bonnie and Highland laddie again [the latter interrupted 
by warfare sounds]). Note the remark ("Are they going to fight or dance?") of one of the officers on the 
unexpected presence of bagpipes on the battlefield. 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/1311267752634. 
NB: In another source (https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2cih7v) the scenes start 15 seconds earlier… 

 
 

C 
8 items 

 
Cal (1984). 102 minutes. Irish drama, set in Northern Ireland. Screenplay: Bernard MacLaverty, based on his novella. Dir.: Pat 

O'Connor. 
NB¹: Contains, according to website FR, "Uilleann pipes played by Liam O'Flynn (with Paul Brady playing the tin 
whistle)". A similar remark can also be found on website WD. 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information. 

Casino royale (1967). 131 minutes. British spy comedy, loosely based on the first James Bond novel by Ian Fleming. 
Screenplay: Wolf Mankowitz, John Law, and Michael Sayers. Dir.: Ken Hughes, John Huston, Joseph McGrath, Robert 
Parrish, Val Guest, and Richard Talmadge (uncredited). 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

12:30 - 13:00 (A piper uses his instrument [which has a radio antenna sticking out of the front of the bag] to signal to 
Mimi that Bond is on his way, speaking into the base of the chanter. In the background we hear a slow air [Name 
of tune?], played on a bagpipe. 

19:40-55 (At a dinner party in M's castle, to commemorate the deceased, everybody but Bond gets drunk, and 
several pipers slump to the floor while playing Cock of the North, with the chanters are dropping out and drones 
groaning to silence). 

1:44:10 – 1:46:04 (Evelyn Tremble (Peter Sellers), who is impersonating James Bond on a mission for the British spy 
service at a casino which serves as a front for SMERSH headquarters, is being tortured by Le Chiffre (Orson 
Welles) in an attempt to make Tremble give back a large sum of money which he won from Le Chiffre playing 
baccarat. Rather than inflicting physical pain, Le Chiffre operates a mind control device which induces weird 
hallucinations in Tremble, who finds himself in the midst of a bagpipe marching band, that is playing The 79s 
farewell to Gibraltar, which is taken over by an unseen military band that plays some other tune. The still 
marching pipe band unsettles him, especially when the drummers menace him with their drum sticks. 
Apparently he is saved by Vesper Lynd (Ursula Andress), who (under Sir James' instructions) had recruited 
Tremble to take on the spy mission, when she (also marching with the menacing pipers) mows all but Tremble 
down with her bagpipe, which has converted into a machine gun. She holds the chanter as a hand grip and the 
bullets fire from a hole in the front of the bag). NB: A brief fragment of this scene is repeated during the closing 
credits (2:09:55 – 2:10:06). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/535897901720. 
NB: Websites FR and WD claim that in the movie five different pipe bands appeared (Muirhead & Sons Ltd, Shotts & 

Dykehead, Edinburgh Police, Glasgow Police, and Invergordon), but I haven't found their names mentioned 
anywhere. In this context, the only name mentioned in the closing credits is, however, that of actor Percy Herbert 
(1920-1992), who played the role of 1st piper (➺ 2:10:40 – 2:10:45)… 

Catholic boys: ➺ Heaven help us. 
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The Charge of the light brigade (1968). 139 minutes. British war drama (Contains animated passages). Screenplay: Charles 
Wood and John Osborne. Dir.: Cecil Antonio "Tony" Richardson. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:05:20 – 1:06:40 and 1:16:17-40 (During a battle, flashes of [Name of 2 tunes?], played on a bagpipe, are heard). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/882464590525 (2:05:17 [i.e. 125 min.], English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Russian). 
NB: Oddly, website WD only refers to the actors, adding "About the Scots Greys Regiment in the Battle at Balaklava in 

1854. Brutally authentic, with a Monty Python irony". Website FR doesn't mention this film at all. 
Chariots of fire (1981). 123 minutes. British sports drama. Screenplay: Colin Welland. Dir.: Hugh Hudson. 

2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 
13:25-44 (A piper is heard (but not seen) playing Murdo's wedding). 
1:07:04-12 (A pipe band is seen marching, but the sound of the very brief fragments we hear of the tune they are 

playing is rendered unrecognizable by the surrounding noise). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/232983759374. 

City hall (1996). 111 minutes. American suspense drama. Screenplay: Ken(neth) Lipper, Paul Schrader, Nicholas Pileggi, and 
Bo Goldman. Dir.: Harold Becker. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 48:53 – 49:44 (A lone piper plays Amazing grace at the funeral of a police officer). 
Source (Georgian): https://www.adjaranet.com/movies/12623/City-Hall?lang=ENG&quality=SD (English spoken version). 
NB: According to website FR and WD, "The unknown piper is possibly from one of the NY Police bands, but the piping is 

dubbed by PM Eric Rigler of the Los Angeles Police Pipe Band". These names are not mentioned anywhere in the 
film, however. 

Commandos strike at dawn (1943). 100 minutes. Historical war drama, based on the short story The Commandos by C.S. 
Forester that appeared in Cosmopolitan Magazine in June 1942. Screenplay: Irwin Shaw. Dir.: John Farrow. 
NB¹: According to website WD, "This is a WW II propaganda film whose message seems a bit dated now, but the 

bagpipes were stirring". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information, but according to one of the trailers it is, 

however, a "war drama with a lot of romance" (➺https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_uf9aqce28, which even 
includes a very brief scene in which a soldier, who is playing a bagpipe, is shot down [➺ 1:12-15]). 

The Commitments (1991). 118 minutes. musical comedy-drama, based on the 1987 novel by Roddy Doyle. Screenplay: Dick 
Clement, Ian La Frenais, and Roddy Doyle. Dir.: Alan Parker. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 13:04-18 ([Name of tune?], played on Uilleann pipes by Brian Mc Aodha [➺ closing credits 

1:54:08-13 and 1:56:11-19]. Note the incorrect spelling [both times]: Uileann Pipe [sic]). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/1229692734037 (English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Russian). 

Cop land (1997). 105 minutes. American neo-noir crime drama. Screenplay and dir.: James Mangold. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 40:44 – 42:06 (A piper plays My home in the hills at the funeral of a police officer). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/955214137894. 

 
 

D 
12 items 

 
Dance me outside (1994). 84 minutes. Canadian drama. Screenplay: John Frizzell, W.P. Kinsella (book), Bruce McDonald and 

Don McKella, Dir.: Bruce McDonald. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 47:21 – 49:22 (During a sex scene, Amazing grace (arranged by S.A. Fairburn) is being played 

[starting very faintly, but increasing], by The Royal Scots Dragoons [i.e. the Canadian Royal Scots Dragoon Guards?]. 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pt2Rq0QjomE. 

Danger in the hills: ➺ Hills of home. 
Darby O'Gill and the little people (1959). 93 minutes. American fantasy adventure. A Walt Disney Production, adapted from 

the Darby O'Gill stories by Herminie Templeton Kavanagh. Screenplay: Lawrence Edward Watkin. Dir.: Robert Stevenson. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 23:38 – 24:40 (A fast rendition of The Rakes of Mallow [Reici Mhala], "played" by a leprechaun 

[i.e. a kind of fairy in Irish folklore] who holds the chanter of some strange kind of bagpipe in 1 hand only). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/980129614374. 

The Day they robbed the Bank of England (1960). 85 minutes. British crime drama, based on a novel by John Brophy. 
Film adaptation: Howard Clewes and Richard Maibaum. Dir.: John Guillermin. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:18 – 2:16 (During the opening credits a solo piper plays, accompanied by a drum band, Scotland the brave, Barren 
rocks of Aden, and Highland laddie). 

1:20:48 – 1:21:20 (Repetition of Highland laddie during the closing credits). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeipaYyTgwo. 

The Dead poets' society (1989). 129 minutes. American drama. Screenplay: Tom Schulman. Dir.: Peter Weir. 
4 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

0:41-50 (A piper takes his bagpipe from its case). 
1:21 – 2:08 (He plays Scotland the brave). 
47:40 – 48:03 (Flashes of a piper standing on a landing stage at a lake, playing a bagpipe. NB: The minimal piano 

music (almost continuously played throughout the film) renders it rather difficult to recognise the tune [Name?]. 
➺ NB²). 

1:54:56 – 1:55:18 (During the closing credits a rather fast rendition of The Fields of Athenry is played by several 
pipers, accompanied by a symphony orchestra). 
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https://www.adjaranet.com/movies/12623/City-Hall?lang=ENG&quality=SD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_uf9aqce28
https://ok.ru/video/1229692734037
https://ok.ru/video/955214137894
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pt2Rq0QjomE
https://ok.ru/video/980129614374
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeipaYyTgwo


Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1unMAruf1w. 
NB¹: Websites FR and WD claim that the piper "is also heard in a dorm room playing the practice chanter", and that 

"During the closing credits, orchestral music accompanies three other pipers: Henry Rollins, Bill Boetticher, and Mike 
Reynolds of the Los Angeles and District Pipe Band"". A similar remark can also be found on website WD, but neither 
have I encountered the scene in which the practice chanter is played, nor have I detected the names of the pipers in 
the closing credits or elsewhere. 

NB²: The Fields of Athenry is mentioned in the closing credits as being written by Pete St. John. 
The Departed (2006). 151 minutes. American crime, based on the 2002 motion picture Infernal Affairs by Alan Mak and Felix 

Chong. Screenplay: William Monahan. Dir.: Martin Scorsese. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

6:47 – 7:54 (Scotland the brave, directly followed by The Minstrel boy, played by a pipe band, which is seen 2 times 
very briefly [Once the hands of the pipers only, once their backs only). 

2:20:51 – 2:23:00 (Going home, played by a pipe band at the funeral of a police officer). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/247788014129 (English spoken, with subtitles in Arabic). 
NB¹: The pipe band is the NYPD Emerald Society Pipes and Drums (➺ Closing credits, 2:29:39-44). 
NB²: The melody of the song Going home (written in 1920) is taken from the famous Largo solo for English horn [Cor 

anglais] in Antonín Dvořák's Symphony No. 9 in E minor, From the New World, Op. 95, B. 178 (composed in 1893). 
➺ https://www.wrti.org/post/story-behind-nostalgic-melody-dvorak-became-song-goin-home (Listen to the radio feature) 

The Desert rats (1953). 88 minutes. American war drama. Screenplay: Richard Murphy. Dir.: Robert Wise. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:23:00 – 1:24:19 (Pipers play Gary Owen [Aka Garryowen]). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/1301533035188. 

The Devil's brigade (1968). 130 minutes. WW II "tale of adventure" [Not my choice of words!; ws], based on the 1966 book 
co-written by American novelist and historian Robert H. Adleman and Col. George Walton (a member of the brigade). 
Screenplay: William Roberts. Dir.: Andrew V. McLaglen. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 18:02 – 20:25 (The pipe band of the brigade [Enacted by the Salt Lake Scots] plays Scotland the 

brave). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/2090408282787. 
NB¹: One of the pipers is played by Richard Dawson. 
NB²: See also https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1awwAgU_t8 (The Canadians arrive). 

The Devil's own (1997). 111 minutes. American drama (thriller). Screenplay: Kevin Jarre (story), David Aaron Cohen, Vincent 
Patrick, and Robert Mark Kamen (uncredited). Dir.: Alan J. Pakula. 
2 Scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:05 – 2:05 (A slow air [Name?] played on [2?] Uilleann pipes and tin whistle). 
35:15 – 36:00 (The beginning of a tune [Name?] played on Uilleann pipes, which is continued on tin whistle). 

Source https://shahidwbas.tv/watch.php?vid=c8a16f66b (English spoken, with subtitles in Arabic). 
NB: According to website FR, "Eric Rigler is heard on the Uilleann pipes". A similar remark can also be found on website 

WD, but his name is not among those of the 3 Irish musicians (Donald J. Meade, Patrick Reynolds, and Peter Rufli) 
mentioned in the closing credits (➺ 1:47:42). 

The Dollar bottom (1981). 33 minutes. British light-hearted tale. Screenplay: James Kennaway and Shane Connaughton. Dir.: 
Roger Christian. 
NB¹: According to website FR the bagpipes were played in this film, claiming that "the piper was Ronnie Abbott, who was 

Pipe Major of the Daniel Stewarts Pipes Band at that time", and that "His father, Jack Abbott is well known in the 
1960s Edinburgh piping scene and was a prominent member of the Scots Guards, Edinburgh City Police Pipes Band 
and the Eagle Pipers Society". 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
Dr. Phibes rises again (1972). 88 minutes. British horror-dark comedy. Screenplay: Robert Blees and Robert Fuest. Dir.: 

Robert Fuest. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:14:15 – 1:16:15 (A set up by the abominable Phibes, in which 4 "display" mannequins are 

dressed up as soldiers [3 of them even as pipers], and an old gramophone plays music by a pipe band [Name of 
tune?]). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OiExTyoQdc. 
Dragon world (1994). 99 minutes. American direct-to-video urban fantasy, set in Scotland. Screenplay: Suzanne Glazener 

Naha and Ted Nicolaou. Dir.: Ted Nicolaou. 
4 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

12:39 – 14:20 (An elderly man and his grandson handle Scottish Highland Pipes. The grandfather plays some 
unknown melody (which may be even especially written for the film), telling the boy that it is called The Dragon's 
lullaby. Oddly, it has the sound of Uilleann pipes. When the man tells his grandson to try it, the boy starts to 
inflate the bag, which causes the pipes to make the usual awkward sound of the Highland Pipes tried by a 
dilettante, but when he starts playing, he surprisingly appears to be a natural talent, but the sound of the pipes 
turn into that of the Uilleann pipes again…). 

14:23 – 15:09 (The grandfather and the boy play another tune [Name?] on their Scottish pipes, but once more we 
hear the sound of (only a single set of) Uilleann pipes). 

16:15 – 17:05 (While they walk around a bit, carrying their bagpipes, the tune is continued on hobo. At the end of 
the scene the boy's bagpipe mysteriously has disappeared, but he played it again in the next scene, in which we 
hear the familiar sound of Uilleann pipes again, even whilst the boy is struggling, for some mystical reason 
[which later proves to be a dragon], to keep hold of his Scottish pipes. Then the music turns into Irish, played by 
a tin whistle, violin and concertina, while the boy pursuits the dragon…). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1unMAruf1w
https://ok.ru/video/247788014129
https://www.wrti.org/post/story-behind-nostalgic-melody-dvorak-became-song-goin-home
https://ok.ru/video/1301533035188
https://ok.ru/video/2090408282787
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1awwAgU_t8
https://shahidwbas.tv/watch.php?vid=c8a16f66b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OiExTyoQdc


47:53 – 48:22 (The Uilleann pipes are heard once more, when the boy [now grown up] plays his Scottish pipes 
again). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gy4qlktMavY. 
NB: The name of the Uilleann piper is not mentioned (Not even in the closing credits). 

The Drum (1938). 104 minutes. British adventure, based on the book by A. E. W. Mason. Screenplay: Lajos Bíró, Arthur 
Wimperis, Patrick Kirwan, and Hugh Gray. Dir.: Zoltan Korda. 
4 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

21:06 – 22:20 (A marching pipe band with 4 pipers approaches and passes, playing [Name of tune?]). 
27:35 – 28:11 (A marching pipe band is heard in the distance, playing The 79s farewell to Gibraltar). 
1:00:36 – 1:01:18 (A pipe band, playing [Name of tune?] enters a dining room to make 2 rounds around the guests 

and leave again). 
1:18:07 – 1:19:47 (A piper plays 2 tunes [Names?], to accompany a sword dance executed by 4 Scottish soldiers). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXes-eV48NQ. (English spoken, with subtitles in Greek). 
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The English patient (1996). 162 minutes. American romantic war drama, based on the 1992 novel by Michael Ondaatje. 

Screenplay and dir.: Anthony Minghella. 
NB¹: Contains, according to website FR, "an erotic scene, during which Ravel's Boléro is played on the Great Highland 

Bagpipes". The website also mentions Neil Dickie's superb tune, The Clumsy lover, stating that the name of the piper 
is Bob Murphy, who "is an ex-Gordon Highlander who now runs a celidh [i.e. céilidh] band in London". A similar 
remark (in which the word céilidh is also spelled incorrectly [celeidh]) can also be found on website WD. 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
The Evening star (1996). 129 minutes. American comedy-drama. Screenplay and dir.: Robert Harling. 

Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:04:06-52 (An unseen piper plays Amazing grace at the funeral of a retired general). 
Source: https://lookmovie.ag/movies/view/the-evening-star-1996. 

Excessive force (1993). 87 minutes. American action. Screenplay: Thomas Ian Griffith. Dir.: Jon Hess. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 29:27-43 (2 pipers play Amazing grace at a funeral wake). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFtsP6rQh94. (English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Polish). 
NB: The pipers (David E. McKee and Brian McKee [of the Chicago Stockyard Kilty Band]) are mentioned in the closing 

credits [1:22:49]. 
Eye for an eye (1981). 105 minutes. American neo noir crime. Screenplay: James Bruner and William Gray. Dir.: Steve Carver. 

Scene with bagpipe(s): 10:43 – 12:00 (Scottish Highland pipes, played during the funeral of a San Francisco Police 
Department narcotics officer [Name of tune?]. While the music is taken over by an oboe, the piper is still in sight). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/1333057423897. 
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Fame (1980). 133 minutes. American teen musical drama. Screenplay (originally entitled Hot Lunch): Christopher Gore. Dir.: 

Alan Parker. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 3:09-13 (A bagpipe is very briefly seen and heard playing during a chaotic and rather 

unrealistically presented auditions sequence at the High School of Performing Arts [known today as Fiorello H. 
LaGuardia High School], New York). NB: The fragment is too short to recognise a tune. 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/356985277070. 
Far and away (1992). 140 minutes. American romantic adventure drama, based on a story by Ron Howard and Bob Dolman. 

Screenplay: Bob Dolman. Dir.: Ron Howard. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

00:25-45 (Slow air [Name?], very briefly played on Uilleann pipes, and only faintly heard in the background of the 
recited introduction shown on screen, then taken over by a tin whistle). 

36:43 – 37:22 (Another slow air [Name?] on Uilleann pipes played in the background). 
38:13-55 (A fast tune [Name?] played on Uilleann pipes and tin whistle until the music is drowned by that of a 

symphony orchestra, that is faded out). 
Source: https://www.almastba.tv/watch.php?vid=e64573f60. 
NB: The piper is Jerry O'Sullivan (➺ the closing credits, in which The Chieftains are mentioned as well [2:19:00]). 

Ferris Bueller's day off (1986). 103 minutes. American teen comedy. Screenplay and dir.: John Hughes. 
NB¹: Contains, according to website FR, "a parade scene with a pipe band" (to which website WD adds "in downtown 

Chicago"). 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 

ffolkes (US title [TV title: "Assault force"]): ➺ North Sea hijack. 
The Field (1990). 107 minutes. Irish drama, based on the stage-play by John B. Keane. Screenplay and dir.: Jim Sheridan. 

6 Bagpipe scenes (All with Uilleann pipes): 
00:00 – 0:35 (A slow air [Name?]). 
4:53 – 5:25 (Another slow air [Name?], played during the opening credits). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gy4qlktMavY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXes-eV48NQ
https://lookmovie.ag/movies/view/the-evening-star-1996
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFtsP6rQh94
https://ok.ru/video/1333057423897
https://ok.ru/video/356985277070
https://www.almastba.tv/watch.php?vid=e64573f60


21:27-57 (Continuation of the previous tune). 
43:23-42 (Fragments of a slow air [Name?]). 
1:24:04-18 ([Continuation of the tune in scenes 2 and 3?]). 
1:44:29 – 1:45:04 (Fragments of a slow air [Name?]). 
1:46:48 – 1:47:21 (The same tune as in scene 1, now played in the beginning of the closing credits). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUEbVIRdhDo. 
NB¹: The piper is Liam O'Flynn (➺ Closing credits [1:43:35-45; Note the incorrect spelling of Uileann [sic] pipes]). 
NB²: According to website WD, "There is Uilleann piping, including Stockton's Wing…", but during its entire existence 

(1977-1995) there has never been a piper among the members of this group, which in the closing credits is referred 
to as the performers of "Traditional music for dance" [➺ 1:43:38-47]. 

The Fighting prince of Donegal (1966). 110 minutes. Adventure. Screenplay: Robert Westerby and Robert T. Reilly. Dir.: 
Michael O'Herlihy. 
NB¹: Contains, according to websites FR and WD, "some great highland bagpipes playing at a couple of different spots if 

[sic]. It seems they are played in a feast scene near the beginning of the film, that takes place at the castle of The 
MacSweeney [sic], then again toward the end when the big battle is being fought at Donegal castle, to roust out the 
English invaders". 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
Five graves to Cairo (1943). 96 minutes (black & white). American WWII drama, based on the 1917 novel Hotel Imperial by 

Lajos Bíró. Screenplay: Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder. Dir.: Billy Wilder. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:25:47-58 (A lone piper plays a rather fast rendition of Cock of the North). 
1:31:45-55 (The bagpipe is heard briefly again, playing the same tune). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/44389567042. 
The Four musketeers (1974). Aka The Revenge of milady. 108 minutes. Adventure, history. Based on the novel The Three 

Musketeers by Alexandre Dumas père. Screenplay: George MacDonald Fraser. Dir.: Richard Lester. Sequel to The Three 
Musketeers (1973). 
NB¹: Contains, according to websites FR and WD, "a bagpipe and hurdy-gurdy duo playing in a tavern". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
➺ https://www.imovies.cc/ka/movies/44044/The-Four-Musketeers-Milady's-Revenge/ENG/HIGH (Georgian source, 

English version, with too many "interruption breaks" to allow an easy search [Scene not encountered (yet)]). 
Four weddings and a funeral (1994). 117 minutes. British romantic comedy. Screenplay: Richard Curtis. Dir.: Mike Newell. 

NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The piper at one of the weddings plays Mairi's wedding and then Highland 
cathedral at the reception. Other tunes in the film are Barren rocks of Aden and Donald MacLeod's The 51st highland 
division". 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
Francis in the haunted house (1956). 80 minutes. American comedy. Screenplay: Herbert H. Margolis and William Raynor. 

Dir.: Charles Lamont. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "The pipes were played by the bad guys to create the impression that the house (a castle, 

actually) was inhabited by a piping ghost". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 

The Fugitive (1993). 130 minutes. American action thriller, based on the novel by Roy Huggins. Screenplay: Jeb Stuart and 
David Twohy. Dir.: Andrew Davis. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:21:48 – 1:23:53 (At a parade a pipe band plays several tunes, one of which is Wha saw the 42nd 

The fragments of [3?] other tunes [Names?] are drowned by surrounding noise, and to brief to be recognizable). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/1304652941871. 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, "all the piping was done by the Chicago Stock Yards Kilty Band (founded in 1921). 

The sound track was made by Eric Rigler, Glen Thompson and Aaron Shaw with lots of overdubbing to make it sound 
like a whole pipe band", but none of the names mentioned here occur in the closing credits or elsewhere… 
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Gallipoli (1981). 111 minutes. Australian war drama. Screenplay: David Williamson. Dir.: Peter Weir. 

NB¹: Contains, according to websites FR and WD, "a scene in which "an Australian pipe band plays Cock of the North. The 
band was the Athol [Atholl (?)] and Ulster Pipe Band from South Australia. They are no longer in existence. Pipe 
Major was Dave Paterson and the lead snare was Peter Tool". 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
NB³: In a Turkish film with the same title we hear, in several scenes, the Armenian Duduk, played by Gürkan Çakmak (➺ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EE7_G1UgWzU&list=PLcdqPEmGv2pYLDqQP1OBhRpq3FeF_eSe2&index=15, 
closing credits). Though organologically of the same type, its sound is quite different from that of the Turkish Mey… 

Gardens of stone (1987). 111 minutes. American drama, based on the novel by Nicholas Proffitt. Screenplay: Ronald Bass. 
Dir.: Francis Coppola. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 0:04:28 – 0:05:34 (During the funeral of an American soldier, a piper plays Flowers of the forest). 
Source: https://vikv.net/watch/gardens-of-stone-1987/. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, the piper is Dick Blair (of Oxon Hill, Maryland), but these details are not 

mentioned in the closing credits, or anywhere else. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUEbVIRdhDo
https://ok.ru/video/44389567042
https://www.imovies.cc/ka/movies/44044/The-Four-Musketeers-Milady's-Revenge/ENG/HIGH
https://ok.ru/video/1304652941871
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EE7_G1UgWzU&list=PLcdqPEmGv2pYLDqQP1OBhRpq3FeF_eSe2&index=15
https://vikv.net/watch/gardens-of-stone-1987/


NB²: Oddly, the American flag is offered to the widow twice: At the beginning, right before the piper starts playing, and 
at the end [➺ 1:47:18]. 

Geordie (1955). Aka Wee Geordie. 100 minutes. British comedy drama, based on the 1950 novel Wee Geordie by David 
Walker. Screenplay: Sidney Gilliat and Frank Launder. Dir.: Frank Launder. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The piper was the late Jimmy Wilson". FR adds that "He was playing the great 

highland bagpipes, but could also play the bellows-blown Lowland pipes and the Northumbrian pipes". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 

Ghost goes west (1935). 95 minutes (black & white). British romantic comedy/fantasy, based on the 1932 story Sir Tristram 
Goes West by Eric Keown. Screenplay: René Clair, Geoffrey Kerr, Robert E. Sherwood, and Lajos Biro. Dir.: René Clair. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 26:15 – 27:00 (During a dinner scene 3 Scottish pipers march around the table, playing Highland 

laddie). 
Source: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x22tbss. 
NB: I also found 4 other sources, in which the timing of the mentioned scene differs slightly (The difference is only a few 

seconds!): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa6p56pLzp4, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPGs3vOPpzc, 
https://ok.ru/video/276297353870, and https://ok.ru/video/311780969102. 

Ghostbusters II (1989). 108 minutes. American supernatural comedy. Sequel to Ghostbusters (1984). Screenplay: Harold 
Ramis and Dan Aykroyd. Dir.: Ivan Reitman. 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, "The Pipes and Drums of New York City Police Department Emerald Society play at 

the end of the movie…", but even though having checked three safe full versions of this film, I was unable to detect 
the concerning scene in any of them [➺https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siUfO_aGr4Y, 
https://www.actionz.tv/video/see.php?vid=ead2bd5ed, and https://ok.ru/video/240588753422]. 

Le Grand blond avec une chaussure noire. (1972). 90 minutes. French comedy. Screenplay: Francis Veber. Dir.: Yves Robert. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:00:01 – 1:01:53 (In the home of a collector of musical instruments a guest takes an already 

inflated bagpipe from the wall. On doing so, its bag deflates. When he starts inflating it, holding the instrument with 
one hand by the (rather long) blowpipe, the other by its stock (!), the pipes of the instrument start moving wildly. 
Even though the man doesn't touch the chanter at all, the bagpipe "plays" a "tune" by itself. On being hit on the 
nose by the bass drone, the man drops the instrument, upon which the bag starts to deflate again, causing the 
production of the usual layman's "dying" sound, after which it, lying on the floor, oddly suffers from "spasms", 
accompanied by some more "dying sounds", but finally dies completely). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/1472513510040 (French spoken) 
NB¹: According to website FR [➺ NB²], "A delightful French comedy from Yves Robert in which a bloated set of bagpipes 

falls on the floor and begins to play by itself", which is a far from accurate description. 
NB²: Remade in English, this film got the title The Tall Blond Man With One Black Shoe. 

Grandview, U.S.A. (1984). 97 minutes. American comedy. Screenplay: Ken Hixon. Dir.: Randal Kleiser. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:36:05-08 (When watching very closely, a keen observer may notice a pipe band, marching 

(unheard and mostly hidden by the closing credits). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jv7qAGdWc40. 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, it is "the Morton Highlanders Pipe Band. It is a very brief appearance. The sound 

track is not of the actual band", but these details are not mentioned anywhere in the film. 
Greyfriars Bobby (1961). 91 minutes. Based on the 1912 novel by Eleanor Atkinson about a dog (a Skye Terrier), who became 

known in 19th-century Edinburgh for spending 14 years guarding the grave of his owner, until he died himself on 14 
January 1872. Screenplay: Robert Westerby. Dir.: Don Chaffey. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

00:00-28 (A slow air [Name of tune?], played on a Highland bagpipe). 
1:24:13 – 1:25:12 (Bobby runs with a marching pipe band that is playing The 79s farewell to Gibraltar). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-n1Ifad-4YI. 
Gunga Din (1939). 117 minutes (black & white). American adventure. Story by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, loosely 

based on the 1890 poem by Rudyard Kipling, combined with elements of his 1888 short story collection Soldiers Three. 
Screenplay: Joel Sayre, Fred Guiol, William Faulkner (uncredited), and Anthony Veiller (uncredited). Dir.: George Stevens. 
5 [6?] scenes with bagpipe(s): 

27:53 – 29:22 (During a parade, a pipe band is heard [and very briefly seen] playing [Name of tune?]). 
1:33:20 – 1:35:00 (A pipe band plays something that sounds like a rather mutilated version of Highland Laddie). 
1:40:25 – 1:42:52 (To the accompaniment of a pipe band a marching regiment sings Will ye no come back again). 
1:51:01-36 (A pipe band plays Lord Lovat's lament). 
1:55:52 – 1:56:39 (The 6/8 march Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu is heard, though its sound is first drowned and then 

"swept away" by an orchestral rendition of Loch Lomond], the result of which is a horrendous cacophony). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/276410862243. 
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Happy go lovely (1951). 97 minutes. British musical comedy, based on a film story by Friedrich Dammann and Herbert 

Rosenfeld. Screenplay: Val Guest. Dir.: H. Bruce "Lucky" Humberstone. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 7:54 – 8:20 (A marching pipe band plays [Name of tune?]). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWMUUXFTFfk. 

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x22tbss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa6p56pLzp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPGs3vOPpzc
https://ok.ru/video/276297353870
https://ok.ru/video/311780969102
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siUfO_aGr4Y
https://www.actionz.tv/video/see.php?vid=ead2bd5ed
https://ok.ru/video/240588753422
https://ok.ru/video/1472513510040
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jv7qAGdWc40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-n1Ifad-4YI
https://ok.ru/video/276410862243
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWMUUXFTFfk


NB: According to website FR, "This film […], featuring the Edinburgh City Police Pipe Band, under the leadership of Pipe 
Major Donald Shaw Ramsay…". A similar remark can also be found on website WD, but these details are not 
mentioned anywhere in the film. 

The Hasty heart (1949). 102 minutes (black & white). British drama, based on the stage-play by John Patrick. Screenplay: 
Ranald MacDougall. Dir.: Vincent Sherman. 
9 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

2:02-17 (A soldier, playing Highland laddie). 
2:22-50 (The piper, now hiding with some mates after an attack, draws his bagpipe towards him). 
3:34-40 (The piper is carried into a field-hospital, his pipes lying beside him on the stretcher). 
20:30 – 23:21 (The piper, walking with his pipes under his arm until he lays it on his camp bed). 
30:42 – 31:01 (Mrs MacLeod of Raasay, played by the soldier, who is not seen). 
31:11 – 36:46 (Piper talking with a nurse and some comrades, whilst doing some maintenance, after which he 

intends to start playing, but walks away angry when the others mock him). 
42:28 – 44:43 (Piper sitting next to the bagpipe that lies on his bed, being spoken to by his comrades, who apologise 

and sing Happy Birthday to him). 
1:17:22-48 (A bagpipe playing [Name of tune?]). 
1:35:50 – 1:37:02 (Departure scene, in which the piper stands, carrying the pipes under his arm). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/450887813787 (English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Russian). 
NB: ➺ the TV remake (1983), out on video. 

Heaven help us (1985). Aka Catholic boys. 104 minutes. American comedy-drama. Screenplay: Charles Purpura. Dir.: Michael 
Dinner. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

3:54 – 4:42 (An Irish band, with Uilleann pipes, plays [Name of tune?]). 
7:17 – 8:04 (Ditto [Name of tune?]. Continues [until 8:52] with solos on violin, tin whistle, and guitar). 
1:12:29 – 1:14:00 (Uilleann pipes, with spoons accompaniment, playing [Name of tune?], joined by a tin whistle). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCWMVlkm6EM&has_verified=1 (age-protected). 
NB¹: Remark on website FR: "the piper may be Dennis Brooks? Does anyone know?". 
NB²: Without any information regarding the author's source of his impression, I wonder how to check this detail. 

Help! (1965). 92 minutes. British musical comedy-adventure. A Beatles film. Screenplay: Marc Behm and Charles Wood. Dir.: 
Richard (Dick) Lester Liebman (aka Lester). 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:04:07-28 (A marching mini pipe band plays Scotland the brave). 
Source: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5rsp4o. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "One of the bagpipes tries to squirt red paint on Ringo so he can be sacrificed", but this 

seems a misinterpretation of the plot, in which Ringo is wearing a ring that is needed to "sacrifice a woman to their 
goddess, Kaili". He is, however, unable to remove it from his finger. Hence the commotion… 

NB²: ➺ also The Yellow submarine. 
Her Majesty, Mrs. Brown (US title): ➺ Mrs. Brown. 
Hi breasil (1950s). This is a hoax. The original text on website FR reads, "Apparently produced by an Italian studio in the late 

1950s and dubbed into English". The basic plot seems to be derived from both Celtic legend (see Celtic Mythology: The 
Island of Many Wonders) and knowledge of Easter Island (see, the modern film, Rapa Nui ). The story tells of an American 
archaeologist's (nationality undoubtedly chosen for marketing purposes) search for the mythical Celtic Island of Hi Breasil 
(Gaelic for fantastic place?). He stumbles onto an internecine battle between rival clans: the Clàrsairean (harpers 
[harpists]), and the Piobairean (pipers) which extend their muscial [musical] prowess to the creation of giant effigies. The 
controversy seems to turn on whether the harper clan or the piper clan has the skills to move the giant statues from the 
distant quarry and raise it first on the prominence over the sea. There is the obligatory love triangle between a female 
Clàrsair, a male Piobair [Piobaire] and the interloper archaeloogist [archaeologist], The score is a strange composite of 
bad harp music and bad pipe music, as though Morricone had decided to score his spaghetti westerns in the West 
Hebrides. Incongruously in the midst of this pastiche, there is one good piobaireachd [pìobaireachd]. Has anyone been 
able to identify it?" 

Celtic Moais, Hi breasil. 
NB (ws): At a later stage, the author (Alistair B. Fraser) provides us with the truth, elucidating that  

"The movie, Hi Breasil, listed in the H section of The Bagpipes go to the Movies, is a ringer. I created it out of the 
whole cloth during the winter-solstice holiday of 1996. The image was fabricated in Photoshop with the aid of a two-
foot high ceramic piper made for me by a local artisan, a picture of a real piper, and a background lifted from an 

https://ok.ru/video/450887813787
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Easter-Island photograph of a real moais. This dummy movie listing was created both as a satire of how the other 
movies listed treat the pipes, and as a satire of how this page treats those movies. A year passed between the time 
that Hi Breasil was added to the list and the posting of this explanation. During all of that time, not one person wrote 
me to complain that it seemed to be a fake and that I had been bamboozled by whomever had submitted it in to me. 
Ah well, the truth is out and mea culpa". 
Source: http://fraser.cc/pipes/Mresources/HiBreasil.html. 

Highlander (1986). 111 minutes. British fantasy action-adventure, based on a story by Gregory Widen. Screenplay: Peter 
Bellwood and Larry Ferguson. Dir.: Russell Mulcahy. 
7 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

11:37-40 (A piper is seen playing, but not heard). 
11:48-55, 12:01-03, 12:34-42, and 12:54 – 13:00 (Flashes of marching pipers, not heard). 
13:39-42 (A piper is seen playing 3 tones only). 
18:04 – 19:20 (Macintosh's lament [mainly heard in the distance], played by a very briefly seen solo piper, who, 

according to the closing credits, is Bob Murphy). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUs9KiQmais. 

Highlander II: The Quickening (1991). 96 minutes. French-American-Argentine science fiction action, based on a story written 
by Brian Clemens and William N. Panzer. Screenplay: Peter Bellwood. Dir.: Russell Mulcahy. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

40:39 – 41:13 (A pipe band is heard, but not seen, playing The High road to Gairloch). 
1:30:05-56 (Amazing grace, played on Highland pipes, to the accompaniment of a military band). 

NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "the piper is Stuart Copeland". 
NB²: Originally, I detected 2 sources: http://varger.ru.net/v/83298 and http://ole.ru.net/v/198375 (both English spoken, 

drowned by dubbing in Russian), but these are not available anymore. Because both of them lacked closing credits, I 
was unable to check this information… 

Highlander III: The Sorcerer (1995). Subtitle aka The Magician, The Final dimension, and The Final conflict. 99 minutes. 
British-Canadian-French action-adventure fantasy. Story by Brad Mirman and William N. Panzer. Screenplay: Paul Ohl, 
René Manzor, and Brad Mirman. Dir.: Andrew Morahan. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:06:29 – 1:07:40 (Tune [Name?] played on Uilleann pipes), 
1:16:34 – 1:17:09 (Mrs MacLeod of Raasay, "played" by a piper whose fingers are not even moving). 
1:37:58 – 1:38:01, 1:38:10-16, and 1:38:22-27 (Seemingly rather useless fragments played on Uilleann pipes in a 

composition for symphony orchestra). 
Source: http://online.sktorrent.eu/video/11055/highlander-3-highlander-iii-the-sorcerer-1995-cz (Dubbed in Czech). 
NB: According to website FR, it was "Patrick Hutchinson who did the piping", but he is not mentioned as a piper, even 

though his name can be found in the closing credits as the author of one of the songs (Ce he mise le ulaingt), sung by 
Loreena McKennitt. 

Hills of home (1948). Aka Danger in the hills and Master of Lassie. 97 minutes. A Lassie movie, based on the 1895 novel A 
Doctor of the Old School by Ian Maclaren. Screenplay: William Ludwig and Eric Knight. Dir.: Fred M Wilcox. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

30:14-37 (A bagpipe is heard, but not seen playing [Wha saw the 42nd?], which is drowned by the barking of dogs). 
1:32:12 – 1:33:44 (Funeral cortege with 3 pipers playing [Name of tune?]). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/1474717289200. 
The Hot Scots (1948). 17:16 minutes (black & white). American slapstick comedy, featuring The Three Stooges (Moe 

[Howard], Larry [Fine], and Shemp [Howard]). Screenplay: Elwood Ullman. Dir.: Edward Bernds. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

12:48 – 13:20 (A gramophone record playing The Campbells are coming). 
14:04-52 (continuation of 1st scene). 
17:06-15 (A skeleton playing the continuation of the same tune). 

Source: https://archive.org/details/TheThreeStooges108TheHotScots1948ShempLarryMoeDaBaron17m32s. 
 

 The Hot Scots (Skeleton piper). 
 
The Hunchback of Notre Dame, based on the famous 1831 novel by Victor Hugo. 

NB¹: Remark on website FR, "two Grande Cornemuse players are featured in the opening scene. I actually found there 
were 3 different versions of this movie so I don't really know which one has the piping in it. Can anyone help out?" 

http://fraser.cc/pipes/Mresources/HiBreasil.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUs9KiQmais
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NB²: Actually there are 6 versions, only one of which appears to contain the bagpipe scene mentioned above: 
Version 1939. 116 minutes (black & white). Screenplay: Sonya Levien and Bruno Frank (adaptation). Dir.: William Dieterle 

(Charles Laughton as Quasimodo). 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 05:58 – 06:02 (Three musicians seem to play 2 [mediaeval?] bagpipes and a shawm, though the 

music remains unheard). 
Source: https://archive.org/details/1939TheHunchbackOfNotreDame. 
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I know where I'm going (1945). 91 minutes (black & white). British romance comedy. Screenplay and dir.: Michael Powell and 

Emeric Pressburger. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

48:19 – 50:37 (A Lady talking about the pipes, that are heard playing [Name of tune?] in the background, after which 
we see people dancing to the melody, played by 3 pipers). Then a rather fast rendition of the Gaelic fairy song 
Tha mi sgith [literally "I am tired"]' is sung. The pipers are seen again, but their bagpipes rest in a corner [53:46 – 
53:57]. 

55: 08 – 56:23 (Pipers are heard, playing the introduction of The Brown haired maiden [and then only briefly seen]). 
1:28:16 – 1:29:03 (In the distance we hear the latter tune again, upon which we see the pipers marching on a field 

road). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jclsmUgyetc. 

Immortal battalion: ➺ The Way ahead. 
Into the West (1992). 97 minutes. Irish magical realism. Screenplay: Jim Sheridan and David Keating. Dir.: Mike Newell. 

NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The Uilleann pipes are used. A brilliant scene. The film also features music by 
Clannad and Black '47". 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1978). 115 minutes. American science fiction horror, based on the 1955 novel The Body 

Snatchers by Jack Finney. A remake of the 1956 film. Screenplay: W. D. Richter. Dir.: Philip Kaufman. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:41:22 – 1:42:50 (Amazing grace, played by 1 piper, starting very faintly, increasing, until played 

full volume, by the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards [➺ closing credits]). 
Source: https://hdbest.net/invasion-of-the-body-snatchers-1978-2752.html. 
NB: Compare https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8AeV8Jbx6M (Amazing grace, played by the RSDG). 

The Involuntary Golfer (English title): Den Ofrivillige golfaren. 
Iron Kelly (Incorrect US title? [Correct possibly: Ned Kelly]): ➺ Reckless Kelly. 
Iron Will (1994). 108 minutes. American adventure, based on the true story of a 1917 dog-sled race from Winnipeg (MB, 

Canada), to Saint Paul (MN, USA). Screenplay: John Michael Hayes, Djordje Milicevic and Jeff Arch. Dir.: Charles Haid. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 31:02-30 (A marching pipe band plays a tune that resembles a rather fast rendition of Orange and 

blue [NB: Reduced to ¾ speed, it becomes a march]). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDxHTWHtj1c. 
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JFK (1991). 189 minutes (director's cut: 206 minutes). American political thriller, based on the books On the trail of the 

assassins (1988) by Jim Garrison and Crossfire: The plot that killed Kennedy (1989) by Jim Marrs. Screenplay: Oliver Stone 
and Zachary Sklar. Dir.: Oliver Stone. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "the pipes are heard when they are viewing the Sapruder [Zapruder] film in the 

courtroom scene", to which WD adds that "Though not in the movie, The [sic] Flowers of the forest was played at 
JFK’s funeral". 

NB²: I haven't found (yet) a safe version in which the scene occurs… [➺ https://english-with-fun.com/movie/watch/jfk 
(Which seems of the director's cut length)]. 

Johnny bagpipes (1998). 13 minutes. Short comedy. Screenplay: John Johnston (and Todd Korgan, David Massachi, and Liz 
Rosenthal [story]). Dir.: Todd Korgan. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "A story about a piper [Johnny Johnston] whose dream it is to play in a rock and 

roll band". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 

Journey to the center of the earth (1959). 129 minutes. Based on the 1864 novel by Jules Verne. Screenplay: Charles 
Brackett and Walter Reisch. Dir.: Henry Levin. 
2 very brief scenes with bagpipe(s): 1:50 – 2:00 and 2:19-27 (A marching pipe band plays Jenny's bawbee). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U66PFVLwP9o. 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, the pipe band is the Edinburgh City Police Pipe Band, but because closing credits 

are not provided in the mentioned source, I was unable to check this information… 
Justinien trouvé ou Le Bâtard de Dieu (1993). 160 minutes. Based on the novel Dieu et nous seuls pouvons, by Michel Folco. 

Screenplay and dir.: Christian Fechner. 
2 Bagpipe scenes [?]: 1:35:50 – 1: 36:15 and 2:22:03-51 (Distant sound of a chabrette [?]). 

https://archive.org/details/1939TheHunchbackOfNotreDame
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jclsmUgyetc
https://hdbest.net/invasion-of-the-body-snatchers-1978-2752.html
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Source: https://ok.ru/video/1686508341770. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "The music is from Germinal Tenas with Eric Montbel on the bagpipes (chabrette and 

musette from Centre-France) and Marc Antony on Hurdy Gurdy (sound only, not on pictures)". 
NB²: Amidst all the noise I didn't really recognise the typical sound of the chabrette, and because of the lack of the 

necessary details in the closing credits of the mentioned source, I was unable to check this information… 
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Kidnapped (1960). 97 minutes. Live-action, based on the 1886 novel by Robert Louis Stevenson (1850-1894). Screenplay and 

dir.: Robert Stevenson (1905-1986). 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The film contains a scene where Allan Breck Stewart and another Highlander 

duel with bagpipes instead of swords. The pipes are single tenor-drone types". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 

Kidnapped (1971). 107 minutes. British adventure, based on the novels Kidnapped (1886) and Catriona (1893) by Robert 
Louis Stevenson. Screenplay: Jack Pulman. Dir.: Delbert Mann. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

0:35 – 1:26 (A bagpipe heard faintly, but increasingly, playing [Name of tune?]). 
1:17:55 – 1:18:23 (A piper playing [Name of tune?]). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1Aow34t9BU. 
NB¹: Remark on website FR (About the 1972 version [sic]): "I don't know what piping, if any, there is in the movie. Can 

someone tell me?" 
NB²: On https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0271109/ the 1972 version is described as "a pretty weak porno movie". 

Kidnapped (1995). 175 minutes. Adventure drama, based on the 1886 novel Robert Louis Stevenson. Screenplay: John 
Goldsmith and Michael Barlow. Dir.: Ivan Passer. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

2:14:06 – 2:15:00 (Distant sound of a bagpipe [Name of tune?]). 
2:28:56 – 2:30:20 (Including the tune [Name?]: same as previous scene). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3Etf9m2vBY. 
Kim (1950). 113 minutes. American drama, adventure, based on the 1901 novel by Rudyard Kipling. Screenplay: Leon 

Gordon, Helen Deutsch, and Richard Schayer. Dir.: Victor Saville. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:51:14 – 1:52:10 (A pipe band playing [Name of tune?]). 
Sources: https://ok.ru/video/791877782018 and https://vikv.net/watch/kim-1950/. 

King of hearts (US title): ➺ Le Roi de cœur. 
King Ralph (1991). 97 minutes. American comedy, based on the 1980 novel Headlong by Emlyn Williams. Screenplay and dir.: 

David S. Ward. 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, "A pipe band plays as John Goodman descends from an airplane upon his arrival 

in England. The band wears full military dress". In the only safe source found, the scene doesn't occur, however (➺ 
https://ok.ru/video/195437398766, in which the departure of the airplane is shown, but its arrival isn't)… 
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Lafayette (1961). 158 minutes. French-Italian historic biographical drama. Screenplay: Jean Bernard-Luc, Jean Dréville, 

François Ponthier, Suzy Prim, and Jacques Sigurd. Dir.: Jean Dréville. 
4 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:18:03-56 and 1:19:16-30 (Some briefly seen pipers, playing the Scottish Highland pipes [Name of tune?], precede a 
British/Scottish regiment going into battle). 

1:20:49 – 1:21:20 and 1:21:43 – 1:22:01 (They are heard again [Name of tune?], but not seen). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/206236224238 (French spoken [partly English, with subtitles in French]). 

Lair of the white worm (1989). 93 minutes. British horror, based on the novel by Bram Stoker. Screenplay and dir.: Ken 
Russell. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:15:16 –1:19:25 (A young man in Scottish dress fakes playing the Scottish bagpipe [his fingers 

don't even move], while he tries to conquer a vampire dressed as an English police officer and a naked female 
vampire). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDkiEHBSkdI (Partly dubbed in Hindi). 
NB¹: According to the closing credits the "Bagpipe music [was] arranged and recorded by Ian Fleming" [➺ 1:31:30], but 

in this version we hear in fact an Indian tune played on an instrument that is definitely not a bagpipe. I detected, 
however, an original version of the scene, in which a Scottish tune [Name?] is played on Highland Pipes indeed (➺ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujjIVoAN2Yc). 

NB²: According to website FR, "The piper was Ian Fleming who composed the tune (a 6/8 march [sic]) and instructed 
Peter Capaldi how to hold the instrument so that it looked like he was playing". 

The Last of the finest (1990). Aka Blue Heat. 106 minutes. American crime action. Story by Jere Cunningham. Screenplay: 
Thomas Lee Wright and George Armitage. Dir.: John Mackenzie. 
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Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:40:41 – 1:42:16 (The Los Angeles Police Pipe Band plays Rowan tree and We're no awa' tae bide 
awa' at the memorial service for an L.A. police officer). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5vnjXpUk-Y. 
L.A. Story (1991). 95 minutes. American satirical romantic fantasy comedy-drama. Screenplay: Steve Martin. Dir.: Mick 

Jackson. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:26:40 – 1:27:45 (A talkative electric freeway sign causes an unseen pipe band to play Amazing 

grace). 
Source: https://hdbest.net/l-a-story-1991-42214.html. 
NB: The tune, arranged by Fairbairn, is played by The pipes and Drums and Military Band of the Royal Scots Dragoon 

Guards [➺ closing credits]). 
Lawrence of Arabia (1962). 222 minutes. British historical drama, based on Seven pillars of wisdom (an autobiographical 

account, finished 1922, but first published in December 1926) by T. E. Lawrence. Screenplay: Robert Bolt and Michael 
Wilson. Dir.: David Lean. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "In one scene, Lawrence and some other officers are talking on the porch of a 

building in Cairo as a pipe band marches past playing The Brown haired maiden (?). In the shot, the pipers have their 
pipes on their shoulders, but are not blowing into them […]. The sound track is longer than the visual bit". 

NB²: I was unable to detect this scene in the only safe source I could find (https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x55lrej)… 
The Light in the forest (1958). 83 minutes. American drama/adventure. A Disney movie, based on the 1953 novel by Conrad 

Richter. Screenplay: Lawrence Edward Watkin. Dir.: Herschel Daugherty. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:46 – 2:38 and 12:33 – 13:30 (A regiment marches through a forest to the accompaniment of a pipe band playing 
Highland laddie). 

13:37 – 14:33 (Marching troops again, but now to Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vRMyOrQkMQ. 
NB: According to website FR, "They also play Cock of the North, [Title incorrect !] and something else". A similar remark 

can also be found on website WD, but my impression is that in case of the unnamed tune both websites refer to the 
one played in the third scene. 

The Little rascals (1994). 82 minutes. American family comedy, based on the short films Our Gang by Hal Roach (many of 
which were broadcast on television in the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s). Screenplay: Paul Guay, Stephen Mazur, and 
Penelope Spheeris. Dir.: Penelope Spheeris. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 20:50-54 (An unrealistically fast rendition of a very brief fragment of a tune [Name?], "played" by 

2 boys holding bagpipes). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/224709904910. 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, "The real piper who supplied the music for the soundtrack is PM Eric Rigler of the 

Los Angeles Police Pipe Band", but these names are neither mentioned in the closing credits, nor in those of 
https://uploadtv.web.tv/video/the-little-rascals-1994-director-penelope-spheeris-comedy-family-
romance__fncynedvngy. 

The Longest day (1962). 180 minutes (black & white). American war drama, based on the 1959 non-fiction story by Cornelius 
Ryan. Screenplay: Cornelius Ryan, Romain Gary, James Jones, David Pursall, and Jack Seddon. Dir.: Ken Annakin (British & 
French episodes), Andrew Marton (American), and Bernhard Wicki (German). 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:59:17 – 2:00:02, 2:18:04-50 and 2:19:50 – 2:20:36 (A piper playing The Black bear [in my opinion a bit too fast to 
be genuine under the circumstances]). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/1313985661465. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "There is a second spot where the piper plays Green hills of Tyrol" [Aka A Scottish soldier; 

ws] (A scene that I haven't detected in the mentioned source, though). 
NB²: Both websites (i.e. FR and WD) claim that "The piper in the film is Leslie (Dee) DeLaspee, Pipe Major of the London 

Scottish Territorial Army Pipe band, a post which also made him the personal piper to HRH The Queen Mother", but 
none of this is mentioned in the closing credits or elsewhere. 

NB³: In 1944 the actual piper was indeed William (Bill) Millin (1922-2010), commonly known as "Piper Bill", but in reality 
his commander, Lord Lovat, ordered him to play Highland laddie, Blue bonnets over the border, and Road to the isles. 
NB³: ➺ http://editobari.nl/lemma_person.php?id=2677 (Bill Millin). 

Lords of discipline (1983). 103 minutes. British melodrama (thriller), based on the 1980 novel by Pat Conroy. Screenplay: 
Lloyd Fonvielle and Thomas Pope. Dir.: Francis George "Franc" Roddam. 
NB¹: Remark on website FR, "There is a report of a pipe band in this film. Anyone have information on it?" 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
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Madeleine (1950). 114 minutes (black & white). British drama, based on a true story about Madeleine Smith, a young 

Glaswegian woman from a wealthy family who was tried in 1857 for the murder of her lover, but found not guilty. 
Screenplay: Stanley Haynes and Nicholas Phipps. Dir.: David Lean. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

23:20 – 25:47 (Scottish bagpipes are heard playing [Name of tunes?], but not seen). 
37:40-59 (Marching pipers heard and seen playing Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu). 
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38:09-22 (Unseen pipers playing Mrs MacLeod of Raasay [which is announced as Caledonian reel]). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fNIwcyhPS4 (English spoken, with subtitles in Greek). 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, The Glendaruel highlanders is one "of the tunes played" [Which I definitely 

incorrect, because it doesn't even remotely resemble any of the melodies heard in the mentioned source]. 
NB²: Both websites (i.e. FR and WD) claim that "There were four real pipers (James Caution, P/M Angus MacAulay of the 

Lovat Scouts, Andrew Bain of the Metropolitan Police, Calum MacPhee)", to which FR adds "and two actors faking 
it", but none of this is mentioned in the closing credits or elsewhere. 

NB³: One of the pipers in the 2nd scene looks very much like Clive Dunn (Lance Corporal Jones in the British sitcom Dad's 
Army), but the film is not mentioned in his Acting career… 

Mad little island (US title): ➺ Rockets galore! 
A Man called Sarge (1990). 88 minutes. American war comedy (a parody [of what?]), with some rather dubious "jokes" in it. 

Screenplay and dir.: Stuart Gillard. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

10:47 – 11:37 (A Scottish soldier standing with a bagpipe in his hands, is ordered [with two other "pipers"] to jump 
off the plane, deflating bagpipe sound heard). 

12:10-50 (Having landed with the pipes in his hands, the soldier walks towards [American] colleagues, carrying the 
instrument as if it were a weapon). 

21:17-37 (Soldier walking with a bagpipe in his hand). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/268771265090. 
NB: Obviously, the bagpipes are only used as a [humorously intended?] prop (No tunes played, whatsoever). 

Margaret's museum (1995). 114 minutes. British-Canadian drama, based on the 1979 novel The Glace Bay miners' museum 
by Sheldon Currie. Screenplay: Gerald Wexler and Mort Ransen. Dir.: Mort Ransen. 
11 scenes with a bagpipe: 

5:56 – 6:27: After having just met a woman in some restaurant, a man takes his bagipes and starts playing Boy's 
lament for his dragon [i.e. a kite; ws] for her, but he is physically interrupted by the personnel and kicked out… 

6:47 – 7:34: After the row, the piper leans against a wall in an alley with his "spoilt" bagpipe lying on his lap. 
9:32 – 9:58: Having started playing some tune [Name?], he is stopped by the woman because of the noise. 
10:20 – 12:39: The black mill [Muillean Dubh], played on a practice chanter [!], and several brief shots with a bagpipe 

[which is not played]. 
24:32 – 25:41: Sitting on the "beach", the woman listens to the sound of Jenny's chickens [?] played on a bagpipe. 

Oddly, the scene shifts - without interruption of the tune – to a room where she and her brother are sitting on a 
couch, while the piper is seen playing. 

26:44 – 26:47: Piper standing with his pipes "in position", but not playing. 
27:22 – 28:13: The melody of a slow air [a lament?] is faintly heard in the background of a conversation between 

mother and daughter. The tune sounds quite similar to The dispersal of the gales [?], (➺ below!). 
30:20 – 30:42: Piper, playing [Name of tune?] in a garden. His music is partly drowned by that of a modern melody 

played on a grammophone to accompany the dancing of the woman's younger brother and his girlfriend. 
31:12 – 32:36: The "couple" relaxing at the seaside. He starts playing Miss [Sarah] Drummond of Perth [?]. 
1:12:24 – 1:12:44 – 1:13:04: The actor is briefly seen twice with his bagpipe. According to the closing credits, the title 

of the tune would probably be The wedding reel, which is odd, because the melody actually heard is that of a 
slow air [The dispersal of the gales ?]. 

1:42:26 – 1:43:38: A bagpipe is heard, but not seen, playing the previous tune again, while we only see the face of 
the woman, who apparently is dismembering parts of the corpse of her friend, who died in a mine-disaster. 

Source: https://de-de.facebook.com/115017873650261/videos/margarets-museum-by-sheldon-currie-cape-breton-
island/251937466445702/ (German source, English spoken). ® 

NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The piping is very good", to which FR adds "lots of piobaireachd [pìobaireachd]". 
NB²: All tunes are traditional, played by Barry Shears from Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, Canada (➺ closing credits). 

➺ also https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0113774/soundtrack/ (Soundtrack credits). 
NB³: Fake "playing" by Clive Russell, in his role as Gaidhlig-speaking Neil Currie. 
NB4: The credits (➺ NB²) mention only 6 titles of tunes played on bagpipe, but the actual number of melodies heard and 

the order in which they occur in the film cause considerable confusion, by which I was unable to identify all of them. 
Mary of Scotland (1936). 123 minutes (black & white). Historical drama, based on the 1933 stage-play by Maxwell Anderson. 

Screenplay: Dudley Nichols. Dir.: John Ford. 
7 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:39-45 (An unseen pipe band plays Blue bonnets over the border). 
24:05-46 and 24:47 – 25:12 (2 competing pipe bands, one playing Blue bonnets over the border, the other, partly 

even simultaneously, a different tune [Name?]). 
39:02-34 (A pipe band playing Blue bonnets over the border again), followed by 
39:35 – 40:06 ([Name of tune? (i.e. identical to the [yet] unrecognised one of the previous scene)]), followed by 
40:07-11 ([Name of tune?]). 
1:04:04 – 1:06:35 (A pipe band playing Blue bonnets over the border once more. Most of it is heard in the 

background). 
1:30:05 – 1:31:31 (A pipe band playing [Name of tune?]). 
1:49:43-56 (A witness in court, telling Mary about a friend of hers, Anthony Barrington: "He spoke of you […]. He 

said, he be waiting for you, but the bagpipes played"). 
2:01:36-51 (A pipe band playing a fragment of the previous tune, that is now faded out). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/261637212835. 
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Mary, Queen of Scots (1971). 128 minutes. British-American historical biopic. Screenplay (based on his book Mary Stuart, 
Queen of Scotland): John Hale. Dir.: Charles Jarrott. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

27:20-50 (A pipe band heard, playing [Name of tune?]). 
1:18:00 – 1:19:25 (A "pipe band" plays [Name of tune?]). We hear the sound of the Scottish Highland pipes, but the 

instruments "played" look more or less like mediaeval bagpipes with 2 drones. Moreover, only the frontmost of 
the "pipers" are faking to play [with rather odd finger movements], the others don't even bother to do so). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/1666764507895 (Dubbed in Spanish, with [cancelled, but not entirely deleted] commercial 
breaks). 

The Master of Ballantrae (1953). 90 minutes. British adventure, based on the 1889 novel by Robert Louis Stevenson. 
Screenplay: Herb Meadow (with added dialogue by Harold Medford). Dir.: William Keighley. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

8:43 – 9:18 (2 pipers, preceding a marching regiment, play [Name of tune?], which is cut off abruptly). 
1:03:45 – 1:04:36 (A bagpipe is seen in the centre while people are dancing to De'il [Devil] among the tailors, played 

on a fiddle, after which the piper plays something that resembles a fast rendition of Mairi's wedding, to which 4 
men perform a sword dance). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/792452925954 (English spoken, with subtitles in Romanian). NB: ➺ the 1984 remake for TV. 
Master of Lassie: ➺ Hills of home. 
The Matchmaker (1997). 97 minutes. American romantic comedy, based on a earlier screenplay by Greg Dinner. Screenplay: 

Karen Janszen, Louis Nowra, and Graham Linehan. Dir.: Mark Joffe. 
NB: The source I originally found (https://videa.hu/videok/film-animacio/the.matchmaker.avi-Ywp2RDO8GYxQkz3P 

(Dubbed in Hungarian)), has been removed since. However, even though its closing credits mentioned [Uilleann] 
Pipes & Tin whistle [performed and recorded by] Tommy Keane, I did not detect any scene with bagpipe(s) in it. 

McBus (1969). 15 minutes. Dir.: Derek May. A "nowhere tour" of Montréal (a sort of parody of the world we live in, where all 
is confusion, aimlessness and noise). 
Source: http://onf-nfb.gc.ca/en/our-collection/?idfilm=10941 (National Film Board of Canada). 
NB¹: According to the description "A recurring figure in the film is a Highland piper, walking his beat on a lonely patch of 

ground beneath an elevated highway". 
NB²: http://collections.cinematheque.qc.ca/recherche/oeuvres/fiche/18833-mcbus shows 3 photos of the piper. 
NB³: According to website FR, "The piper is Ron Sutherland…" (who is mentioned in the credits, but not as a piper). 

Meatballs (1979). Aka Summer camp. 94 minutes. Canadian comedy. Screenplay: Len Blum, Dan Goldberg, Janis Allen, and 
Harold Ramis. Dir.: Ivan Reitman. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:24-39 (The 8 opening measures of Loudon's bonnie woods and braes (played on bagpipes), 

played on a gramophone by the leader of a summer camp for counsellors-in-training, in order to wake up the rest). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzF2NKklnoo. 

Miller's crossing (1990s). 115 minutes. American neo-noir gangster drama. Screenplay: Joel & Ethan Coen. Dir.: Joel Coen. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The theme played throughout the film, in many variations including in [as an] 

Uilleann pipe solo, is taken from a tradiitonal [traditional] Irish tune [Name?]", but I was unable to detect any kind of 
bagpipe at all in the soundtrack in the only safe source I could find (https://ok.ru/video/48707013186). 

NB²: The song Danny boy, sung by Frank Patterson (➺ 38:15 – 42:09) is the only tune that I could consider as a rather 
remote reference to a bagpipe…  

Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975). 92 minutes. British comedy. Screenplay: Monty Python (i.e. Graham Chapman, John 
Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Eric Idle, Terry Jones, and Michael Palin). Dir.: Terry Gilliam and Terry Jones. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 54:02-09 (One of the musicians at the wedding party seems to play some kind of bagpipe [the 

sound of which is not heard, though]). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=81qOc82XL_A. 

Mother Lode (1982). Aka Search for the Mother Lode: The Last great treasure. 101 minutes. Adventure. Screenplay: Fraser 
Clarke Heston (Son of Charlton). Dir.: Charlton Heston. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:03:49 – 1:04:13 (A slow air [Name?], played by a piper who is seen, standing on distant hill). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OuJ7MWkKAk. 

Mrs. Brown (1997). 103 minutes. British drama. Screenplay: Jeremy Brock. Dir.: John Madden. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

29:12 – 30:20 (A piper playing Cock of the North is seen very briefly [30:02-04]). NB: Almost at the end of the scene 
one of the men expresses his disgust by saying says "Oh God, the pipes"… 

43:26 – 45:50 (2 pipers, preceding the Queen and her party heading for a picnic, play The Atholl highlanders and Blue 
bonnets over the border). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/265437252259. 
Murder by decree (1978). 124 minutes. British-Canadian mystery thriller, based on The Ripper File (1975) by John Lloyd and 

Elwyn Jones. Screenplay: John Hopkins. Dir.: Bob Clark. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 58:12 – 1:00:08 (Flowers of the forest, played by a solo piper at the funeral of one of Jack the 

Ripper's victims). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/1032111524532. 

My Bunny lies over the sea (1948). 7:29 minutes. A Merrie Melodies cartoon. Story by Michael Maltese. Dir.: Charles M. 
Jones. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

00:58 – 01:16 (A Scottish piper plays some rendition of Loch Lomond, but Bugs Bunny grabs the bagpipe and kills it). 

https://ok.ru/video/1666764507895
https://ok.ru/video/792452925954
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05:52 – 06:06 (The Scotsman plays another tune [Name?], after which Bugs Bunny plays a bagpipe, which has 4 
drones, a trombone in place of the chanter, a trumpet attached at the end of one drone, and a saxophone to 
another. Bunny even carries a drum on his head and a cymbal under one foot). 

Source: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6hifjh. 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, "A bekilted Scot by the name of MacRory comes in playing Scotland the brave on 

the pipes", but this is utter nonsense, because the melody played doesn't even remotely resemble that famous tune. 

My Bunny lies over the sea. Bugs Bunny tackles the pipes. 
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National velvet (1944). 123 minutes. American sports drama, based on the 1935 novel by Enid Bagnold. Screenplay: Helen 

Deutsch. Dir.: Clarence Brown. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:32:09 – 1:36:32 (During the preparations of a horse race a pipe band plays Highland laddie, Pìobaireachd of Donald 
Dhu, Blue bonnets over the border, then Highland laddie again, followed by some other tune [Name?] and, 
finally, Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu again). 

Until the race is over, fragments of 5 tunes are heard, played by an unseen band: (1) 1:47:12-37 [Name?], (2) 1:47:47 – 
1:48:05 [Name?], (3) 1:48:05-23 [Name?], (4) 1:48:23 – 1:49:13 (Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu) [once more], and (5) 
1:49:13-40 [Name?]. 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/1127648070384. 
The Navigator: A mediaeval odyssey (1988). 93 minutes. Australian-New Zealand action drama. Screenplay: Geoff Chapple, 

Kely Lyons, and Vincent Ward. Dir.: Vincent Ward. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "One of the characters is an oafish fellow named Ulf who carries a set of pipes with him, 

but is never seen playing them. The pipes, seem fairly characteristic of 14th-century English pipes with their bell-like 
endings on chanter (the large pipe) and drones (the two smaller pipes to the left in the image--- the other pipe is 
apparently the blow stock [blowpipe]). Yet, none of the historical illustrations I have seen from the era reveal any 
pipes with more than a single drone. The background music makes extensive use of piping (Paul Koerbin on a 
Spanish gaita and a Macedonian gaïda [gajda/gayda] and Bill O'Toole on a gaïda) as well as other mediaeval 
instruments such as the shawm, crumhorn, psaltery and oud [lute, which is the European term; ws]. The pipes 
produced a fairly gentle sound (as distinct from the strident sound of the great highland bagpipes), which probably 
does a good job of capturing the conjectured sound of the 14th-century English pipes". 

NB²: In the only safe source I could find (https://123movies.st/watch/the-navigator-a-medieval-odyssey.7239j/7jpp7r6) I 
was unable to detect any bagpipe, neither in any scene [In my opinion, the object Ulf is carrying around in his 
haversack doesn't look like a bagpipe at all !], nor in the soundtrack, in which I only detected 6 fragments of tunes 
[Names?] played on some kind of shawm (➺ 15:20-31, 16:33-55, 17:39 – 18:00*, 34:33-55*, 36:52 – 37:13*, 59:49-
56, and 1:16:36 – 1:18:30 [NB³: the fragments marked * are identical]), or on other instruments (organ, trumpets, 
&c.). NB³: In the closing credits no details about the music are provided whatsoever, nor did I encounter them 
anywhere else… 

Ned Kelly (? [Title according to website FR: Iron Kelly]): ➺ Reckless Kelly. 
The Negotiator (1998). 140 minutes. American action thriller. Screenplay: James DeMonaco and Kevin Fox. Dir.: F. Gary Gray. 

NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "… the movie features the Pipes & Drums of the Emerald Society - Chicago Police 
Department performing at a funeral", to which FR adds "Inconguously [Incongruously], the sound that emerges from 
this band is [that of] the Uilleann pipes not the great highland bagpipes […]". 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
Noirs et blancs en couleur: ➺ Black and white in color. 
Northern lights (1978). 95 minutes. American historical drama. Screenplay and dir.: John Hanson and Rob Nilsson. 

NB¹: According to website FR, "Sean Folsom played bagpipes in this film […]. He played both the Northumbrian Small 
Pipes and Uilleann Pipes. His wife, Sharon Folsom, played an Irish harp, Clarsach, of the O'Fogerty style made by Jay 
Witcher". A similar (i.e. only slightly shortened) remark can also be found on website WD, 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information, but having met Sean Folsom at the festival in 
Scapoli (Italy), I'm sure that he is one of the people who would have been able to do the job reliably… 

Northern pursuit (1943). 93 minutes (black & white). American WW II drama. Screenplay: Leslie T. White (story), Frank 
Gruber, Alvah Bessie, and William Faulkner (uncredited). Dir.: Raoul Walsh. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:31:54 – 1:33:00 (At a party, a proud Scot stands with his bagpipe in his hands. When he starts 

to "play" [his hands unseen] he faints, because he realises that he just promised to pay for all victuals). 

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6hifjh
https://ok.ru/video/1127648070384
https://123movies.st/watch/the-navigator-a-medieval-odyssey.7239j/7jpp7r6


Sources: https://ok.ru/video/790685813250 and https://ok.ru/video/1040344287924. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "the cranky old Scotsman John Ridgely (a barber [?]) seems to plays [play] the pipes. 

However, he doesn't really play; he just cradles the pipes in his arms and doesn't even bother to move his fingers. 
NB²: The described scene doesn't occur in either of the sources mentioned, and the name of the "piper" (played by Alec 

Craig) is Angus McBain, who is definitely not a barber (➺ 17:47 – 18:40 [McBain!] and 32:43 – 33:30 [Barbershop 
scene]). The barber (Nick) is played by Charles Judels. John Ridgely played the role of Mountie Jim Austin… 

North Sea hijack (1980). American title: ffolkes. 100 minutes. British action. Screenplay: Jack Davies. Dir.: Andrew V. 
McLaglen. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

0:11-20 (The sound is heard of a bagpipe playing the opening measures of Mairi's wedding). 
1:32:16-38 (Its final measures only). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPQua0Hg7N4. 
NB: The finale is quite surprising, when ffolkes (Roger Moore) receives a rather personal award from an appreciative 

Prime Minister… 
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Obit (UK title): ➺ Postmortem. 
Den Ofrivillige golfaren (1991). English titles: The Accidental golfer and The Involuntary golfer. 107 minutes. Swedish comedy, 

inspired by the golf stories of Pelham Grenville Wodehouse (1881-1975, author of the comic novels about Bertie 
Wooster and his butler, Jeeves). Screenplay: Bo Jonsson and Lasse Åberg. Dir.: Lasse Åberg. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:23:07-17 (A man briefly tries to inflate the bagpipe, producing a short faint sound, after which he returns it to the 
owner, a piper in Scottish costume). 

1:23:39 – 1:24:29 (The piper sits watching 2 of his, equally bekilted, friends "dancing", but still doesn't play). 
1:36:54 – 1:39:17 (A marching pipe band enters the golf course, playing [Name of tune?]. After attending to the 

presentation of a prize, they play A Scottish soldier [Aka The Green hills of Tyrol]), preceding the golfers into the 
woods. 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ny8eBEnvCUk. 
NB: The pipe band is the [Stockholm] Caledonian Pipe Band (➺ Closing credits: säckpipebandet [1:41:27]). 

The Onion field (1979). 126 minutes. American neo-noir crime drama. Screenplay: Joseph Wambaugh. Dir.: Harold Becker. 
5 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

2:45 – 3:47 (The final measures of Cha Till McCruimein [Mac Crimmon will never return] are heard, after which we 
see the piper put the instrument in its case). 

43:01-30 (A fragment of Mac Crimmon is heard again). 
59:43 – 1:00:12 (One more fragment of Mac Crimmon, played at the funeral of a police officer). 
2:01:55 – 2:02:40 (A marching pipe band plays [Name of tune?] at the 1979 Los Angeles Highland Games, while 

some members of other pipe bands are walking around or just watching. When the marching band passes a 
dance contest, their music gets briefly mixed with that of a piper who accompanies the dance, playing [Name of 
tune?]. NB¹: This causes a cacophony that should be [and usually is] avoided at such events). 

2:02:51 – 2:06:12 (A young piper plays Mist covered mountains until he is interrupted by a lady of the organisation, 
with whom he has a brief conversation. After that a pipe band plays a medley [Name of tunes?] till the closing 
credits are over). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/1030229264962. 
NB: The name of the young piper is Tony Becker (➺ Closing credits [2:05:53: "Boy piper"]). Details of the pipe bands, &c. 

are not given, however… 
One night stand (1997). 102 minutes. Screenplay and dir.: Mike Figgis. 

2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 
14:55 – 15:02 (A pipe band participating in some parade is heard playing [Name of tune?], but not seen). 
16:27-32 (The pipe band is briefly heard again [and even seen, though extremely briefly]). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/88662870594. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "Wesley Snipes is trying to get to the airport, but is blocked by a parade through 

downtown [which is true]. He tries to struggle through a pipe band [which is not true, because he is not even looking 
at it], the City of Blacktown Pipe Band from Sydney, Australia, that is playing The Minstrel boy, to which FR adds, that 
he "is turned back by [the] police" [Which is not true either]. 

NB²: The name of the pipe band is not mentioned in the closing credits), but I was able to recognise a fragment of the 
tune they play in the 2nd scene, the melodic line of which closely resembles one occurring in The Minstrel boy… 

On the double (1961). 92 minutes. American war comedy [Danny Kaye plays an American soldier who is asked to 
impersonate a British General in order to confuse the Nazi spies and assassins in London]. Screenplay: Jack Rose and 
Melville Shavelson. Dir.: Melville Shavelson. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

44:42 – 45:35 (2 pipers and a drummer "play" [Name of tune?], only fragments of which are heard. Moreover, the 
sound of the bagpipes is too soft to be true, and the are definitely not played by the actors, who move their 
fingers only randomly). 

https://ok.ru/video/790685813250
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53:05 – 55:22 (Standing motionless, the trio fakes to play the accompaniment to a sword dance, executed by fully 
dressed dancing Scots). 

1:31:36-50 (A marching pipe band, playing [Name of tune?], the sound of which is abruptly drowned by that of a big 
band, though the last 2 tones are heard after the closing credits. 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/41332509291 (English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Russian). 
Out of Africa (1985). 161 minutes. American romantic drama, loosely based on the 1937 autobiography by Isak Dinesen 

(pseudonym of the Danish author Karen Blixen), Isak Dinesen: The Life of a Story Teller by Judith Thurman, and Silence 
Will Speak by Errol Trzebinski. Screenplay: Kurt Luedtke. Dir.: Sydney Pollack. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 11:26 – 12:00 (A piper plays the initial phrases of the Bridal chorus from Richard Wagner's opera 

Lohengrin [The melody is commonly known as the Wedding march, and more popularly as Here comes the bride]). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/265435286179. 
NB: The name of the piper is not mentioned in the closing credits… 

Oxford blues (1984). 97 minutes. British sports comedy-drama. Screenplay and dir.: Robert Boris. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:04:08-24 (A bagpipe band is heard repeating 10 times the "introduction" to a tune, the title of 

which we'll never know, because the sound of the pipes "dies" at the end of this useless fragment in a scene that 
only shows a boy in Scottish clothes, stepping out of his car to enter a building). 

Sources: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVW-eGAOL9A and https://ok.ru/video/1117514500808. 
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The Package (1989). 108 minutes. American political thriller. Screenplay: John Bishop. Dir.: Andrew Davis. 

Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:22:50 – 1:24:15 (The Minstrel boy, followed by Amazing grace and The Minstrel boy again, 
played by a pipe band during a ceremony held at a memorial site in Chicago. 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/309883439742 (English spoken, with subtitles in Arabic). 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, "The film which takes place in Chicago features the Emerald Society Pipes & 

Drums of the Chicago Police Department, but this information is not provided in the closing credits or elsewhere… 
Paratrooper (US title): ➺ The Red beret. 
The Party (1968). 99 minutes. American comedy. Screenplay: Blake Edwards, Tom Waldman, and Frank Waldman. Dir.: Blake 

Edwards. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "… the movie begins with an attempted re-make of the famous Gunga Din scene, 

complete with pipers". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 

Patton (1970). 173 minutes. American war biopic, based on the1963 biography Patton: ordeal and triumph by Ladislas 
Farago and the 1851 memoirs A Soldier's story by Omar N. Bradley. Screenplay: Francis Ford Coppola and Edmund H. 
North. Dir.: Franklin J. Schaffner. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 1:29:08 – 1:30:00 and 1:30:59 – 1:31:22 (Scotland the brave, "played" by a pipe band in 

Scottish military uniform, marching through Messina, Sicily [NB¹: None of the visible pipers move their fingers 
accordingly]). NB²: The first fragment is cut off abruptly, but the tune is started again after some interruption during 
which the band is still seen. The second time the sound of the pipes is almost drowned by that of an American 
military band playing John Philip Sousa's The Stars and stripes forever, which causes a cacophony that is, however, 
also cut off abruptly, if not brutally, but definitively this time]. 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/1588852034158. 
A Perfect world (1993). 138 minutes. American crime drama. Screenplay: John Lee Hancock. Dir.: Clint Eastwood.  

3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 
1:36:22 – 1:37:55 (Being invited into a house, an escaped convict sees an old gramophone and plays a 78 rpm record 

with a waltz, to which he dances with the lady of the house. The title of this tune, composed by Clint Eastwood 
(➺ closing credits), is Big Fran's baby. It is played on a bagpipe, accompanied by a Cajun band. 

1:44:14 – 1:46:38 (When the radio announces that the police are looking for him, he ties the couple up and takes 
them hostage, after which he plays the record again). 

2:12:45 – 2:13:07 (The waltz is played again, the first measures as before, on a bagpipe, the rest by a symphony 
orchestra, until the end, including the closing credits). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/234581133873 (English spoken, with subtitles in Arabic). 
NB¹: The film opens with the waltz mentioned above, played on a something that sounds like a synthesiser. 

Unfortunately I haven't detected any reference to the piper. 
NB²: According to website WD, "The bagpipes appear on screen, but actually a record is played that has bagpipes on it". 

This is, however, definitely far from the truth, because a bagpipe isn't seen anywhere in the film. 
The Pest (1997). 84 minutes. American comedy. Story by John Leguizamo, inspired by the classic short story The Most 

Dangerous Game (1924; also published as The Hounds of Zaroff) by Richard Connell (1893-1949). Screenplay: David Bar 
Katz. Dir.: Paul Miller. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

16:08-16 (A piper plays a fragment of [Name of tune?], but is stopped by a man who wants to use his mobile phone. 
An officer in Scottish dress addresses the piper). 

56:09-13 (An inflated bagpipe is lying on the bar in a café, next to a telephone. In the background we hear a 
fragment of Scotland the brave). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/37393205826. 

https://ok.ru/video/41332509291
https://ok.ru/video/265435286179
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVW-eGAOL9A
https://ok.ru/video/1117514500808
https://ok.ru/video/309883439742
https://ok.ru/video/1588852034158
https://ok.ru/video/234581133873
https://ok.ru/video/37393205826


NB: In a scene in which 2 Scottish officers play a role [12:08-30], 3 "detached" tones from a bagpipe may be heard (1 at a 
time), but I strongly doubt if such "fragments" are really worth mentioning… 

The Playboy of the western world (1962). 100 minutes. British comedy, based on the 1907 stage play by John Millington 
Synge. Screenplay: Brian Desmond Hurst and Roland Kibbee. Dir.: Brian Desmond Hurst. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:08:15 – 1:11:09 (After winning a boxing-match, the leading actor [Gary Raymond, as Christy Mahon] is handed his 
prize, a set of Uilleann pipes, a violin, and some [agricultural?] tool. Then another man enters the stage with his 
Uilleann pipes, and starts to play [without the usual preparations!] a few introductory snippets before playing a 
rather fast rendition of [Name of tune?] [in which the sound of the pipes is more subdued], to which the crowd 
dances. When the dance is over, we see the pugilist, carrying his prizes, walking into the dunes with his 
girlfriend). 

1:17:03 – 1:20:45 (The pugilist comes home, where he's standing, listening to the others arguing, with his prizes in 
his hand, not having played his newly acquired Uilleann pipes at all). 

1:27:02-24 (The Uilleann pipes are lying on a cask). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/333558188792. 
NB: The name of the actual piper is not mentioned in the closing credits, or anywhere else… 

The Postmistress (US title): ➺ La Receveuse des postes. 
Postmortem (1998). Aka Obit. 105 minutes. American thriller. Screenplay: John Lowry Lamb and Robert McDonnell. Dir.: 

Albert Pyun. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:37:18 – 1:38:54 (A piper plays Amazing grace at a funeral. When a symphony orchestra starts to 

"accompany" the piper, everything is ok, until the sound of his pipes is drowned by that of a trumpet solo). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNzZ1kP-xsc. 
NB¹: Unfortunately, the synchronisation of the music in the mentioned scene is rather weak. 
NB²: The name of the piper is not mentioned in the closing credits, nor elsewhere… 

Prehysteria ! 3 (1995). 80-90 minutes [?]. The last of e series of American family monster comedies. Screenplay: Pete von 
Sholly (story) and others. Dir. Albert Band, Charles Band, and David DeCoteau. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): ➺ https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xlwjxu (00:54-55): In this trailer video a girl is seen 

holding a Highland bagpipe in her hands. She is not shown or heard playing it, however…. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "A miniture [miniature] golf course falls on hard times, and the owner's brother tries to 

buy him out. The daughter talks with a (bad) Scottish accent and she plays Caberfeidh [Caber Feidh] on the pipes 
despite the disadvantage of collapsed drones". 

NB²: Due to the lack of a full source I was unable to check this information… 
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The Quiet man (1952). 129 minutes. American romantic comedy-drama, based on the 1933 story by Maurice Walsh in The 

Saturday Evening Post. Screenplay: Frank S. Nugent. Dir.: John Ford. 
5 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

48:11-49 (2 pipers playing [Name of tune?]. Note the odd beginning, as if the men were not at all prepared to start). 
48:57 – 49:32 (The same pipers [?] playing The Rakes of Mallow [Reici Mhala]). 
52:12 – 54:00 (The same pipers [?], playing Thomas Moore's [Believe me if all those] Endearing young charms, the 

Scottish title of which is My lodging's on the cold ground). 
58:07-43 (The same pipers [?], now playing The Kerry dance, which is cut off abruptly). 
2:08:08 – 2:09:32 (A symphony orchestra plays St. Patrick's day, which is joined by bagpipes [2:09:04], the sound of 

which is almost drowned by that of the orchestra that continues to play till the end. Unfortunately the bagpipes 
don't start at the same beat, and not even in canon, the results of which is an unnecessarily horrendous 
cacophony). 

Sources: https://ok.ru/video/1292543724230, https://ok.ru/video/38713297474, and 
https://ok.ru/video/718132283906, (in which the scenes start 10 seconds later). 

NB: Considering the sound produced, I find it hard to believe that the 2 pipers mentioned above played all the tunes by 
themselves, i.e. as a duo… 
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The Rare breed (1966). 97 minutes. American comedy-drama western. Screenplay: Ric Hardman. Dir.: Andrew V. McLaglen. 

Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:10:04-37 (A Highland officer in full dress "plays" a fragment of Scotland the brave [Oddly we 
don't hear the first measures, even though he is halfway the stairs he is descending and there's no sound to smother 
that of the bagpipe he's holding, only pretending to play]). 

Sources: https://ok.ru/video/286838491811 (English spoken), https://ok.ru/video/730400688642 (Ditto), and 
https://ok.ru/video/191360797270 (French spoken, with the mentioned scene starting at 1:07:12). 

La Receveuse des postes (1910). Aka The Postmistress. 9:40 minutes (black & white). French short dramatic comedy. 
Dir.: Pierre Giffard. 

https://ok.ru/video/333558188792
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNzZ1kP-xsc
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xlwjxu
https://ok.ru/video/1292543724230
https://ok.ru/video/38713297474
https://ok.ru/video/718132283906
https://ok.ru/video/286838491811
https://ok.ru/video/730400688642
https://ok.ru/video/191360797270


NB¹: According to website FR, "… described as a funny madcap Canadian film […], the story included a half-Scot, half-
Italian (named Mario? Marco?) who played the bagpipes and wore the tartan". 

NB²: Due to the lack of any source (either French or American) I was unable to check this information… 
Reckless Kelly (1993). Aka Iron Kelly [or Ned Kelly?]). 80 [or 103?] minutes. Australian comedy. Screenplay: Yahoo Serious 

[born Greg Gomez Pead], Warwick Ross, and David Roach. Dir. Yahoo Serious. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 47:48 – 48:26 (A fragment of Scotland the brave "played" very badly, A rather obese man in 

Scottish dress who pretends to play, holds the chanter in his left hand only, just wriggling his fingers, that don't even 
touch the fingerholes, until his head is blown off). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84utALyd8XU (80 minutes). 
NB: According to website FR, "The soundtrack has a snatch of The Black bear, but I have not encountered this tune, nor 

any fragment of it, in the mentioned source… 
The Red beret (1953). Aka The Red Devils, and The Big Jump. US title: Paratrooper. 88 minutes . British war drama, based on 

the 1950 novel by Hilary Saint George Saunders. Screenplay: Richard Maibaum and Frank Nugent. Screen adaptation: Sy 
Bartlett. Dir.: Terence Young. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

30:46 – 31:51 (Marching soldiers are preceded by 2 pipers playing Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu). 
1:21:00 – 1:22:31 (Heard in the distance, this tune is played again by an approaching piper preceding some soldiers). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNK_3B0Ngho (English spoken, with subtitles in Portuguese). 
The Red devils: ➺ The Red beret. 
Le Retour de Martin Guerre (1982). US title: The Return of Martin Guerre. 122 minutes. French drama, based on the 1983 

novel by Natalie Zemon Davis. Screenplay: Daniel Vigne Jean-Claude Carrière, and Natalie Zemon Davis (consultant). Dir.: 
Daniel Vigne. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 4:10-44 (A man enters a room with a bagpipe, on which he "plays" a few measures of a tune 

[Name?], followed by a tune [Name?] played on (seemingly some type of) bagpipe and a [duct?] piccolo flute). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/229176773206 (French spoken, with subtitles in Turkish). 
NB: According to website FR, "[…] a marriage sequence features a bodego player". This is not just a typo, but a grave 

error, because the instrument "played" by the man in the scene is a Bodega, which is at home in a French region 
called Languedoc. The Boudego is one of the names of a bagpipe played in another French region called Les Landes. 

The Revenge of milady: ➺ The Four musketeers. 
A River runs through it (1992). 123 minutes. American drama, based on the 1976 semi-autobiographical novella by Norman 

Maclean. Screenplay: Richard Friedenberg. Dir.: Robert Redford. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:02:53 – 1:03:08 (Standing at a lake, a piper is playing Mairi's wedding). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/1066626255372 (English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Russian). 
NB: The name of the piper is not mentioned anywhere, but according to Wikipedia it is Liam O'Flynn. 

The Road to Bali (1952). 91 minutes. American musical comedy. Screenplay: Frank Butler, Hal Kanter, and William Morrow. 
Dir.: Hal Walker. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 23:04 – 24:44 (Dressed up as Scots, Bing Crosby and Bob Hope "play" an introduction to their 

song Hoot mon. After having played its 2 final instrumental measures as well, they literally throw their pipes aside 
[Hopefully the instruments were of inferior quality] and start dancing). 

Sources: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJc23Iz9BDQ and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6A6qQdQ0paM. 
NB¹: The sound of the 2 bagpipes is rendered by 1 hobo only, accompanied by some orchestra that produces the cliché 

misinterpretation of the "sound of the drones". 
NB²: The end of the film is, in my opinion, quite funny. 

The Road North (1981). 
NB¹: The only film with this title I encountered, is a video made by Spencer Frost, who is described as "one of Australia's 

most promising land and aerial surf photographers and filmmakers". 
Source: https://www.coastalwatch.com/videos/15506/video-the-road-north. 
NB²: Remark on website FR, "Is this the same movie as Traveller? Some have suggested that it might be". 
NB³: ➺ Traveller. 

Robinson Crusoe on Mars (1964). 110 minutes. American science fiction, based on the classic 1719 novel Robinson Crusoe by 
Daniel Defoe. Screenplay: John C. Higgins and Ib [Jørgen] Melchior. Dir.: Byron Haskin. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

52:07-25 (The hero, an astronaut, tries a "bagpipe" that he appears to have constructed himself, making use of an 
oxygen tank, some tubes and other parts of his outfit). 

58:40 – 59:30 (Walking through a desert-like landscape, he plays a popular Confederate patriotic song, called Dixie 
land on his "bagpipe" [With thanks to Mrs. Anne van Egmond of ONS TV, The Netherlands]). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/95527635571 (English spoken, with subtitles in Arabic). 
Rob Roy (1922). 86 minutes (black & white). British silent film. Screenplay: Alice Ramsey. Dir.: W.P. Kellino. 

3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 
17:57 – 18:21 (Some [7?] pipers enter a hall where a ball is taken place. They march through the gathered crowd, 

after which they turn around and disappear again). 
18:25 – 20:19 (The announcement of some honoured guests: Mac Intosh of Mac Intosh, who is preceded by 2 

pipers, the Earl of Argyll, also accompanied by 2 pipers, Mr. Campbell and Miss Helen Campbell, with no pipers 
at all, but entering to the music of a clarinet and a string quartet [their host doesn't look very appreciative at all], 
and Mac Gregor, preceded by 1 piper). 

1:21:01 – 1:22:54 (Mac Gregor returns home, lying on his coffin [but not dead (yet)], preceded by 3 pipers and 
followed by his clan). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84utALyd8XU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNK_3B0Ngho
https://ok.ru/video/229176773206
https://ok.ru/video/1066626255372
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJc23Iz9BDQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6A6qQdQ0paM
https://www.coastalwatch.com/videos/15506/video-the-road-north
https://ok.ru/video/95527635571


Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-01FN4jWzzk. 
NB¹: The original of this film is the property of the British Film Institute (BFI) National Archive. 
NB²: Because it concerns a silent film, it is rather difficult to recognise the tunes, unless you're able to "finger-read"      . 

Rob Roy (1995). 139 minutes. American biographical historical drama. Screenplay: Alan Sharp. Dir.: Michael Caton-Jones. 
6 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

7:13-26 (A fragment of a slow air [Name?], played on Uilleann pipes). 
46:33 – 47:33 (The drone of a bagpipe is heard. When the instrument is seen, playing in a band, it proves to be of 

the mediaeval type, with 1 long and 1 shorter drone in juxtaposition. The sound of its chanter, which is seen 3 
times, can't be heard, and I even doubt whether the piper is really playing or just wriggling his fingers). 

1:02:45 – 1:03:19 (Uilleann pipes again, now playing O'Sullivan's march). 
1:04:00-22 (a band is playing [Name of tune?]). 
1:26:12-30 (A very brief fragment of some tune [Name?], played on Uilleann pipes). 
1:43:45 – 1:44:30 (O'Sullivan's March, again played on Uilleann pipes, this time joined by a low whistle). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/37914479263 (English spoken, with subtitles in Arabic). 
NB¹: The Uilleann pipes and Low whistles are played by Davy Spillane (➺ Closing credits). 
NB²: The closing credits mention 12 tunes, the titles of which are: MacPherson's Farewell, Morag's Lament, Mrs 

MacDonald of Dunach, Nutmig[g]s and Ginger, O'Sullivan's March [See above], The Highroad to Linton (trad.), Theid 
mi dachaigh [sic] (Complete title: Theid mi dhachaidh 'chrò Chinn t-sàile [I Will Go Home to Kintail], trad.), Walter 
Douglas Mbe, Alein Duinn, Blunt Reels, Gaelic reels, and Green Garters. O'Sullivan's march is, however, the only one 
that is played in the bagpipe scenes mentioned above (even in 2 of them). None of the other tunes listed in the 
closing credits resembles any of the melodies in those scenes… 

NB³: According to websites FR and WD, Paddy Moloney also plays the Uilleann pipes in this film, adding the statement 
that "The Scottish small pipes [are] played by Fred Morrison at a céilidh early in the film", but Moloney is not 
mentioned in the closing credits at all. Fred Morrison is, but "only" as a member of the band Capercaillie. The 
assumption that O'Sullivan's march could be "aka, The Rock and the wee pickle tow?" is utterly incorrect, because in 
my opinion the only feature the two melodies have in common, is the fact that most (if not all) of the tones played 
occur in both tunes (     ). 

NB4: With all due respect, I wonder why the Uilleann pipes were chosen to feature in a film that exclusively deals with 
the history of Scottish clans… 

Rob Roy, the highland rogue (1953). 81 minutes. British-American action. Screenplay: Lawrence Edward Watkin. Dir.: Harold 
French. 
5 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

7:48 – 8:56 (A piper, playing [Name of tune?] precedes soldiers returning home). 
9:25-44 (The piper arrives in the village, carrying his bagpipe under his arm). 
29:40 – 32:19 (2 actors feign to play a very fast rendition of Mrs MacLeod of Raasay as the accompaniment to a 

dance. They wriggle their fingers just a bit. Afterwards they're seen standing with their bagpipes in their hands. 
Even though the instruments have the now common 3 drones, they don't look like the modern Great Highland 
pipes at all, and are probably made in an attempt to look like an early type). 

54:39 – 55:50 (Standing in the bow of a rowing boat with the coffin of Rob's mother, a "piper" plays the pìobaireachd 
Lament for the children. After landing, during which he apparently manages to continue playing, he precedes the 
cortege on its way to the graveyard). In the film no details of this tune are mentioned, but I detected a historic 
recording, made in London, March 1927, played by Pipe Major John MacDonald of Inverness (1865-1953). 

1:15:25 – 1:16:37 (Followed by a crowd, Rob Roy marches to the Royal palace, playing [Name of tune?]). 
Source: https://www.cda.pl/video/60697264 (English spoken, with subtitles in Polish). 

Rockets galore! (1958).  US title: Mad little island. 94 minutes. British comedy, sequel to Whisky galore, based on the 1957 
novel by Edward Montague Compton Mackenzie. Screenplay (adaptation): Monja Danischewsky. Dir.: Michael Relph. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

49:27 – 51:17 (A lone piper, walking at the top of a rock, plays a lament [Name of tune?] in honour of a sacred rock 
that fell down. NB: Halfway, the attending villagers start singing, thus drowning the sound of the bagpipe). 

58:28-44 and 59:03 - 1:00:05 (A piper precedes some villagers, playing [Name of tune?], which is cut off abruptly, 
but heard again a little later, to be interrupted by an air raid). 

1:07:59 – 1:08:48 (A crowd is dancing to a tune [Name?] played by 2 pipers, one of whom is left-handed, and has the 
drones resting on his right shoulder). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-3FrEwacfA. 
Le Roi de cœur (1966). 102 minutes. French comedy-drama. Screenplay: Daniel Boulanger (screenwriter: Maurice Bessy). 

Dir.: Philippe de Broca. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:27:13 – 1:28:10 (A small Scottish pipe band acts as if they produce the music while some other Scots dance to the 
actual sound of music played by a modern wind band). 

1:32:43 – 1:33:40 (The pipe band is seen marching, but their sound is drowned by yet another kind of music). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dXHhCos6_c. 
NB: Throughout the film, depending on the circumstances, the scenes are spoken in either French, English or German. 

Rover Dangerfield (1991). 74 minutes. American animated musical comedy. Story by Rodney Dangerfield and Harold Ramis. 
Screenplay: Rodney Dangerfield. Dir.: James L. George and Bob Seeley. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "This animated movie […] featured George Hall, currently Pipe Major [of the] Los 

Angelos [Angeles] Police Emerald Society Pipe Band, playing several tunes as well as some noodling in the turkey 
scene". 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-01FN4jWzzk
https://ok.ru/video/37914479263
https://www.cda.pl/video/60697264
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-3FrEwacfA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dXHhCos6_c


NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
Rudy (1993). 114 minutes. American sports drama (Biopic). Screenplay: Angelo Pizzo. Dir.: David Anspaugh. 

NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, this film contains "piping in an Irish pub". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
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Lo Sbarco di Anzio (1967). 118 minutes. US title: Anzio (1968). UK title: The Battle for Anzio. War drama, based on the 1962 

novel Anzio by Wynford Vaughan-Thomas. Screenplay: Harry A.L. Craig, Dullio Coletti and Guiseppe Mancrone. Dir.: 
Edward Dmytryk. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

10:12 – 11:10 (A marching regiment is preceded by a pipe band playing [Name of tune?]). 
11:43-54 (Same band, playing Barren rocks of Aden). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/285892414115 (Anzio. English spoken, with subtitles in Arabic). 
Scott's play (1999). 17 minutes. Short comedy. Screenplay: Jed Spingarn and David Yazbek. Dir.: Tom Sheppard. 

NB¹: According to website FR, "Cato [Actual name?] scored it and wrote an original bagpipe tune for it called Scott's play. 
The pipes are not seen, but their music is heard in the final scene of the movie and over the end credits". and "The 
movie […] can be viewed on line at the link, above", but I didn't detect the promised link. 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information. 
NB³: ➺ https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0214101/?ref_=ttfc_fc_tt. 

Search for the Mother Lode: The last great treasure: ➺ Mother Lode. 
The Secret of Roan Inish (1994 [© 1993]). 103 minutes. American/Irish film of Irish magical realism, based on the 1959 novel 

Secret of the Ron Mor Skerry by Rosalie K. Fry. Screenplay and dir.: John Sayles. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The pipe tune played may be O'Sullivan's march", but I haven't found any tune 

in which a bagpipe [not even Uilleann pipes] played a significant role in either of the available sources 
(https://archive.org/details/TheSecretOfRoanInish1994X265HEVC [in which I only detected a few "detached" tones], 
and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FK7av08L9MQ) … 

The Shanty where Santy Claus lives (1933). 7:08 minutes (black & white). An animated cartoon by Rollin Hamilton and Norm 
Blackburn. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:21:51 – 1:22:28 (A bagpipe [a Christmas present?] is connected to a water tap, and used to 

extinguish the fire caught by a Christmas tree). 
Source: https://youtu.be/9U11PrzB4t0?t=4523, Which is only one of the sketches in a Christmas Cartoons compilation 

(➺ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U11PrzB4t0). 
A Shot at glory (2002). 114 minutes (the first 1½ minutes of which are in black and white). Scottish football drama. 

Screenplay: Denis O'Neill. Dir.: Michael Corrente. 
4 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

1:13 – 3:21 and 5:11 – 6:18 (At a memorial ceremony, held in a football stadium a solo piper plays [Name of tune?] 
when the ashes of a deceased player is scattered on the field. Much of the time the sound of the bagpipe is 
heard only faintly, drowned by a discussion between 2 supposedly prominent members in the office of his club). 

17:05-34 (A piper among the spectators of a football game plays [Name of tune?], of which we hear only a fragment). 
36:35 – 38:50 (At the opening of a match a pipe band plays [Name of tune?] and 1 or 2 other tunes [Name(s) ?], part 

of which we see as a TV broadcast, the rest as the march on the field). 
1:26:24 – 1:28:05 (Scotland the brave, played by a pipe band marching through the streets, and still heard when the 

match has already started). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgZjbe4KvV8. 
NB: The piper, in the closing credits called Eric the bagpiper, is played by Finlay MacDonald (➺ 1:51:23-26). 

Sinful Davey (1969). 95 minutes. British adventure/crime/comedy, based on the 1821 autobiography The Life of David 
Haggart. by David Haggart (alias John Wilson, alias John Morison, alias Barney M'coul, alias John M'colgan, alias Daniel 
O'brien, alias the Switcher). Screenplay: James R. Webb. Dir.: John Huston. 
11 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

2:01-09 and 2:29-36 (The drones of a bagpipe are seen [but not a sound heard yet, because Esther Ofarim is singing 
Sinful Davey]). 

2:55 – 3:33 (A pipe band is seen and heard playing We're no awa' tae bide awa', until their bass drummer jumps off 
the bridge). 

3:50-55 (The shocked remaining members of the band are ordered to get in line again, which they don't, however 
[After that, we see the drummer floating, in his drum, towards a working watermill…]). 

55:28 – 56:12 and 56:22 – 57:01 (In the background a pipe band plays Wha saw the 42nd). 
58:22-29 (Mairi's wedding, also played in the background by the pipe band). 
1:00:45 – 1:01:29 (4 pipers playing De'il among the tailors as a dance accompaniment). 
1:20:29 – 1:22:31 (Walking up and down, the Duke of Argyll plays [Name of tune?], the sound of which is cut off 

abruptly when we leave the room. He is heard, however, in the distance, continuing with Pìobaireachd of Donald 
Dhu, and seen in the same room when he finishes playing). 

1:27:32 – 1:29:54 (A piper plays a lament [Name of tune?] at Taggart's "funeral", but when the coffin is opened, he 
appears to be still alive, after which the piper plays a rather fast rendition of Mrs MacLeod of Raasay). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxY5HXVghR8. 
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NB: The names of the real pipers are neither revealed in the closing credits, nor elsewhere… 
So I married an axe murderer (1993). 93 minutes. American romantic black comedy. Screenplay: Robbie Fox. Dir.: Thomas 

Schlamme. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:05:29 – 1:07:07 (Acting as a piper [➺ NB], one of the actors plays Scotland the brave in church 

and, at the party, Rod Stewart's song Da ya think I'm sexy?, after which he faints and is very briefly seen supported 
off the grounds [1:07:54-58]). The cover of the bagpipe is made of some fabric with leopard skin print. 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/94950656748 (English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Russian). 
NB: The name of the actual piper, Jek Cunningham, is mentioned In the closing credits [1:30:17]. 

Some mother's son (1996). 112 minutes. American drama, based on the true story of the 1981 hunger strike in HM Prison in 
Maze, County Down, Northern Ireland. Screenplay: Terry George and Jim Sheridan. Dir.: Terry George. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:19:19 – 1:20:39 (Playing an appropriately slow rendition of The Minstrel boy, a piper precedes 

the funeral cortege of Bobby Sands). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWZmIsMfjlo. 
NB: Unfortunately, a TV recording of the funeral (➺ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-FU1yYVdL1c [1:15-19]) 

contains only a very brief fragment of the scene with the piper, rendering the recognition of the actual tune he 
played impossible, however. 

Something big (1971). 108 minutes. American comedy western. Screenplay: James Lee Barrett. Dir.: Andrew V. McLaglen. 
5 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

26:16 – 27:31 (The Campbells are coming, played "to let them hear what trouble really sounds like"). 
1:30:07-37 and 1:32:42 – 1:33:48 (Scotland the brave, heard approaching, until we see the "piper" again). 
1:34:37 – 1:35:26 (The piper plays The Campbells are coming again). 
1:35:44 – 1:36:04 (The piper stands with his pipes ready, but is not playing). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63I6sJ89y7k. 
NB: The name of the actual piper is not revealed in the closing credits or elsewhere, but he must be either a very good 

piper, who is able to "mimic" somebody who isn't, or he himself is a dilettante (whose pipes are out of tune), which I 
consider equally good casting… 

Speed (1984). 30 minutes. A historic documentary. Greg MacGillivray (conception and story). Screenplay: Steven Henschel. 
Dir.: Greg MacGillivray. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "- a CD ROM disk - starts with a video of Kirkpatrick MacMillan building a bicycle in 

Scotland and riding it past a quartet of pipers in full dress playing through a wooden bridge" [?; Odd syntax; ws]. 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source I was unable to check this information… 
NB³: ➺ https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0088159/. 

Star trek II: The wrath of Khan (1982). 113 minutes. American science fiction. Story by Harve Bennett and Jack B. Sowards, 
based on the TV series Star Trek by Gene Roddenberry. Screenplay: Jack B. Sowards. Dir.: Nicholas Meyer. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 58:04 – 59:15 (Amazing grace, played on an out-of-tune electronic bagpipe, continued, slightly 

slower, by a symphony orchestra [Horrendous!]). 
Source (soundtrack only): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOFHi7SRMoU [No.21]. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "As Scotty plays Amazing grace on the great highland bagpipes at the funeral of 

Mr. Spock", to which FR adds, that "the sound track enigmatically offers an electronic version of the tune. Further, 
Scotty's fingering is not even a close approximation to how one actually plays the tune". 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source of the film, I was unable to check this information, but I have the impression that it 
wouldn't improve my opinion of the quality of the scene at all… 

Star trek III: The search for Spock (1984). 105 minutes. American science fiction (➺ details above). Screenplay: Harve 
Bennett. Dir.: Leonard Nimoy. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "At the beginning, the end of the previous movie is re-hashed, with a few excerpts from 

the piping". 
NB²: Need I say more? 

State of grace (1990). 134 minutes. American neo-noir crime. Screenplay: Dennis McIntyre. Dir.: Phil Joanou. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

47:18 – 48:30 (Seen in the distance, a pipe band walks on a graveyard, playing Amazing grace really very slowly). 
2:01:16 – 2:02:57 (Flashes of a marching pipe band, also seen in TV flashes, playing [Name of tune?], followed by the 

opening measures of [Name of tune?] that is fade out [NB: Silent flashes of the pipe band continue]). 
2:04:11 – 2:07:37 (During a St. Patrick's Day parade in New York a gunfight is taking place in an Irish pub. While the 

fight continues. several flashes are shown of some pipe bands participating in the parade). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/1252778510895. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "One of the bands which appears on the screen is [the] NYC Dept of Correction 

pipe band. Another is the IBEW Local #25 Pipe and Drums from Long Island". 
NB²: I haven't seen the name of the 1st band mentioned on screen, but I noticed several fragments in which the names of 

pipe bands are clearly visible: 2:01:39-40 (Emerald Pipe Band), 2:02:52-56 (Local Union 25 Long Island, NT [also seen 
"on TV"], 2:03:14-18 (a base drummer of the City of New York Emerald Society Police Pipe Band), and 2:07:21-23 (the 
name of the NY Amerscot Highland Pipe Band on a bass drum). 

Straw dogs (1971). 117 (Edited cut: 113) minutes. British psychological thriller, based on the 1969 novel The Siege of 
Trencher's farm by Gordon M. Williams. Screenplay: David Zelag Goodman and Sam Peckinpah. Dir.: Sam Peckinpah. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

40:32-48 ([Name of tune?], played on a gramophone record, cut off rather brutally in the middle of a melodic line). 
1:45:45 – 1:48:06 (The same tune, during a serious fight, but now complete, including several melodic phrases). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QpdpAgxqok. ® 
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Summer camp: ➺ Meatballs. 
The Swordsman (1948). 80 minutes. American swashbuckler adventure. Screenplay: Wilfrid H. Pettitt. Dir.: Joseph H. Lewis. 

4 scenes with bagpipe(s): 
11:26 – 12:48 (An approaching pipe band is heard and seen playing Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu). 
1:08:40 – 1:09:38 (During a dinner a marching pipe band enters, playing Glendaruel highlanders, which is, however, 

cut off abruptly). 
1:10:24 – 1:11:12 (The pipe band plays the final fragment of [Name of tune?], with 2 men executing a sword dance). 
1:17:06-37 (The band plays Road to the isles which is cut off abruptly, and "taken over" by a symphony orchestra 

that plays a melody, the composer of which didn't even bother to link the 2 tunes smoothly). 
Sources: https://ok.ru/video/36813146825 and https://ok.ru/video/89141676745 (both English spoken, drowned by 

dubbing in Russian). 
NB¹: According to website FR, "a pipe band emerges […] playing something like Killiecrankie or [The] Atholl highlanders…" 
NB²: Even for a layman on the subject, like myself, it would be rather difficult to confuse these 2 melodies. Moreover, 

neither of them occur in the film, even though I didn't recognise the concerning tune myself… 
NB³: In one scene (➺ 25:49 – 26:30) a man sings a song, the text of which starts with "A piper … [*] to our tune, to our 

tune…" [* word drowned by Russian dubbing]. Unable to find it elsewhere, I wonder if that song is commonly known. 
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The Tall blond man with one black shoe (Title of remake in English): ➺ Le Grand blond avec une chaussure noire. 
Taps (1981). 126 minutes (➺ various sources). American drama, based on the 1979 novel Father Sky by Devery Freeman. 

Screenplay: Robert Mark Kamen, James Lineberger, and Darryl Ponicsan. Dir.: Harold Becker. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 21:38-42 and 21:48-52 (During a parade a marching military band precedes a pipe band that is 

already very briefly seen approaching. When the pipe band passes, it is not heard playing, however, because the only 
music heard throughout the scene is that of a military band). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prKDyjWlw8E (143 minutes, with subtitles for the deaf). 
NB: Interestingly, I found an even longer copy of the film (156 minutes), in which the bagpipe scene is slightly different: 

23:20-26 and 23:55 – 24:01 (Only 1 of the pipers of the pipe band is briefly seen approaching through the members 
of the military band, but when passing, as described above, his band marches to the music of a military band again). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDa1PVhL_JM. 
Tea with Mussolini (1999). 117 minutes. Italian-British coproduction, based on the 1986 autobiographical story by Gian 

Franco Corsi Zeffirelli (commonly known as Franco Zeffirelli). Screenplay: John Mortimer. Dir.: Franco Zeffirelli. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:45:54 –1:47:39 (At the invasion of the allies, a British regiment is seen entering Florence. 

Among the marching men preceding the jeeps with the staff and other soldiers, we see 2 pipers [one of whom is left-
handed], playing Highland laddie, A bit later we see them again, now playing Scotland the brave). 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGFKEed_C0M. 
NB¹: The names of the 2 pipers are not mentioned anywhere. 
NB²: According to websites FR and WD, "[…] When the allies marched into town, there were (the) pipers. A left handed 

piper (who?) was in the front rank", which is a rather inadequate description of the situation seen on screen. 
Moreover, I wonder why the author is only interested in the name of the left-handed piper. 

The Thirty nine steps (1978). 102 minutes. British thriller, based on the 1915 novel by John Buchan. Screenplay: Michael 
Robson. Dir.: Don Sharp. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 46:11 – 47:30 ([Name of tune?], played by a piper who is briefly seen twice). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUpG1bRelf8. 
NB: The name of the piper is not mentioned anywhere. 

Those magnificent men in their flying machines (1965). 138 minutes. British adventure comedy. Screenplay: Ken Annakin and 
Jack Davies. Dir.: Ken Annakin. 
NB¹: Remark on website FR, "This movie […] is also reputed to feature a pipe band. (What band? Where in the movie? 

What tunes are played?)". Remark on WD: "Featuring a pipe band, it’s another addition to the bagpipes movies list". 
NB²: In the only safe source found, https://ok.ru/video/69147986826711-2 (Dubbed in Russian), I haven't detected any 

bagpipe scene. 
NB³: In a now deleted English spoken version (https://ok.ru/video/393545255566) I couldn't find the scene either. 

The Three lives of Thomasina (1963). 97 minutes. American-British fantasy, based on the 1957 novel Thomasina, the Cat 
Who Thought She Was God by Paul Gallico. Screenplay: Robert Westerby. Dir.: Don Chaffey. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

35:52 – 38:09 (During the cortege of the funeral of Thomasina [who is a cat] Macintosh's lament is "played" by a left-
handed boy [i.e. he has his right hand on top, and his left hand below, but he doesn't move his fingers]). 

39:23 – 40:02 (After the funeral the boy "plays" Loch Lomond, which is sung by the other children). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JIlaUAgUGfQ. 
NB: The remark on website FR, that "… [the boy's] hands are reversed on the chanter" is in my opinion a prejudiced and 

uncalled for criticism, because in principle that fact doesn't cause any problem, because the lowermost fingerhole is 
completely in line with the rest, so it can be closed by the little finger of either hand. Left-handed pipers DO exist, 
even in bands, with no-one looking askance (➺ https://www.lochcarrongames.org.uk/2018-in-pictures-peter-barr). 

The Three musketeers: The Queen's diamonds (1973). 105 minutes. [American comic?] live-action, based on the 1844 novel 
The Three Musketeers by Alexandre Dumas [père]. Screenplay: George MacDonald Fraser. Dir.: Richard Lester. 

https://ok.ru/video/36813146825
https://ok.ru/video/89141676745
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prKDyjWlw8E
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https://www.lochcarrongames.org.uk/2018-in-pictures-peter-barr


Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:05:01 – 1:07:12 (A man "plays" on a bagpipe that looks like one of the mediaeval type. The 
fragment of the melody is rather odd and very brief, which renders it beyond recognition. Moreover, the sound 
heard is definitely not of any kind of bagpipe, but that of some shawm. When the "piper" starts a sword fight, he 
leaves the instrument lying on the table. During the fight his opponent (who is one of the musketeers) "stumbles" 
over the table, causing the bagpipe to emit a sound that resembles that of the Highland pipes). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/87728654984 (English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Russian). 
NB: According to website FR, "There is a Flemish piper performing at a coaching inn". A similar remark can also be found 

on website WD, but in the encountered pub scenes the only sounds of musical instruments I heard were 2 lutes (the 
players of which are also seen [➺ 20:43 – 21:23]) and some kind of shawm (which is not seen at all [➺ 52:36-43]). 

The Three Stooges. 
NB: Oddly, The remark on website FR, "- but which movie? One had piping scenes in [on] a Scottish isle. The film ended 
with a skeleton in a closet playing the pipes and terrifying the trio" is answered on the website itself: ➺ The Hot Scots. 

A Tight little island: ➺ Whisky galore. 
Titanic (1997). 195 minutes. American romance and drama, based on accounts of the sinking of the RMS Titanic. Screenplay 

and dir.: James Cameron. 
4 scenes with bagpipe(s) (all played on Uilleann pipes): 

24:34 – 25:19 ([Name of tune?], played on unseen Uilleann pipes during boarding). 
1:02:49 – 1:05:37 (Passengers dancing to [Names of tunes?], played by an Irish band. The scene is cut off abruptly). 
1:05:51 – 1:07:23 (Actually a continuation of the previous scene, fading out). 
1:27:27 – 1:29:01 (The tune of the first scene is played again to accompany the leading stars (Kate Winslet and 

Leonardo DiCaprio) during a successful escape from a confrontation with an angry co-passenger). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/41216576216 (English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Russian). 
NB¹: The piper, Eric Rigler (➺ Closing credits: Instrumental soloists [3:04:05]), is actually seen in scenes 2 and 3). 
NB²: According to websites FR and WD, the historical evidence for pipes on the Titanic is: "A third-class passenger, 

Eugene Daly, played the (highland) pipes on the tender going out to the ship and then played Erin's lament on the 
deck as the ship sailed away. He survived; his pipes did not. He placed an insurance claim for them in the US for $50. 
When a few things were recently brought up from the Titanic, among them was a set of highland bagpipes in a 
leather case (Daly's?)". 

Tommy boy (1995). 97 minutes. American adventure comedy. Screenplay: Bonnie Turner, Terry Turner, and Fred Wolf. Dir.: 
Peter Segal. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, this film contains "… a funeral for Tommy's father, (where) a solo piper and a 

pipe band play Amazing grace". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source of the film, I was unable to check this information… 

Traveller (1981). 81 minutes. Irish drama. Screenplay: Neil Jordan. Dir.: Joe Comerford. 
NB¹: According to website FR, "Davy Spillane plays the main role. He also plays the Uilleann pipes on two occasions: first 

a dance tune near the beginning and later a slow air. There is also a scene in a pub in which he plays a dance tune on 
the whistle. Is this movie also known as The Road North [Odd syntax: "Question without "?"]. [Not officially; ws]. 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source of the film, I was unable to check this information… 
NB³: http://www.screenonline.org.uk/film/id/573631/index.html provides some details about the contents of this film. 

Treasure island (1950). 96 minutes. American live action adventure, based on the 1883 novel by Robert Louis Stevenson. 
Screenplay: Lawrence Edward Watkin. Dir.: Byron Haskin. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "Setting sail is played on the Galician pipes", to which FR adds: (gaita galega), 

however, the melody is based upon a Galician traditional song known as Muineira [Muiñeira] de Freixido". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source of the film, I was unable to check this information… 

Trouble in the glen (1954). 91 minutes. British comedy, loosely based on the 1950 novel by Maurice Walsh. Screenplay: 
Frank S. Nugent. Dir.: Herbert Wilcox. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The piping scenes contain the tunes The 42nd Highlanders [the correct title of 

which would probably be Wha saw the 42nd; ws] and The Athol Highlanders, plus some others". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source of the film, I was unable to check this information… 

Trouble in mind (1985). 111 minutes. American neo-noir crime comedy. Screenplay and dir.: Alan Rudolph. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

6:03-33 ([Name of tune?], played by the City of Seattle Pipe Band (➺ Closing credits [1:51:20]), drummers of which 
are very briefly seen marching). The music is cut off abruptly). 

1:25:14-53 (In the distance the pipe band is heard playing [Name of tune?]). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWceUMBPFLA. 
NB¹: The film actually ends at 1:52:20 (i.e. after 112 minutes, including the closing credits), but the music (played on a 

muted trumpet) is repeated several times… 
NB²: According to websites FR and WD, there is "a parade scene with the City of Seattle Pipe Band, including Pipe Major 

Ken Briggs and Drum Sgt. Buddy Maxwell, whose names are not mentioned in the closing credits or anywhere else. 
WD also states that "In real life, some of the Carradines play the pipes". 

Tunes of glory (1960). 106 minutes. British drama, based on the 1956 novel by James Kennaway. Screenplay: James 
Kennaway. Dir.: Ronald Neame. 
11 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

0:18 – 4:30 (In the distance 2 pipers are heard playing The Black bear. While approaching, they also play Rowan tree 
and [with varying volume] The Black bear again, until we see them entering a room with some officers, where 
they briefly stand, silently waiting "at attention", after which they leave the room, playing [Name of tune?]). 

https://ok.ru/video/87728654984
https://ok.ru/video/41216576216
http://www.screenonline.org.uk/film/id/573631/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWceUMBPFLA


9:59 – 12:16 (The pipers enter another room where one of the now relaxing officers orders them to "play a reel" 
[Name of tune?], to which some of them dance, until a messenger announces the arrival of a superior officer, 
and the pipers are told to stop playing. They remain, however, in the room, standing "to attention" again). 

12:44 – 15:00 (Before he leaves the room with his guest, the acting colonel orders the pipers and dancers to 
continue, which they do, of course, playing [Name of tune?], flashes of which can be heard until the superior 
officer has left). 

25:20 – 26:42 (The regimental pipe band marches about the inner court of the compound, playing Highland laddie). 
41:58 – 42:17 (A solo piper, walking about the inner court, plays [Name of tune?]). 
43:51 – 45:08 (While soldiers are practising dancing in the inner court, flashes are seen of a piper with his bagpipe 

under his arm, until he is ordered to start playing. His tune, De'il among the tailors, is cut off abruptly, however). 
45:08 – 46:38 (Inside, members of a fancy party are dancing to The Atholl highlanders, played by the same pipers 

heard in the early scenes). 
47:16 – 50:00 (Through the surrounding noise, flashes of tunes played by the 2 pipers can be heard, until some of 

the soldiers partaking in the party are "called to order" by the outraged visiting superior officer [➺ scene 2] , 
who sends the pipers away, after which he apologises and says that "the party is over". Later he appears to have 
committed suicide [or was it murder?]). 

1:09:21-43 (Pipers are heard playing The Black bear once more). 
1:37:29-41 and 1:41:21 – 1:42:46 (While the acting officer mentions Flowers of the forest, The Black bear, and 

Scotland the brave to be played at the funeral of the dead officer, flashes of those tunes, played by a pipe band, 
are heard, but he rejects Cock of the North, which is suggested by one of the other officers. He then suggests The 
Gathering of Lochiel, a fragment of which seems to be played, at full volume, by a pipe band [Unfortunately I was 
unable to verify if it is the tune heard], after which he also mentions a few marches, of which no fragments are 
heard, though). 

1:46:02-38 (A pipe band is heard playing the opening measures of The Black bear, until the sound is mixed with that 
of a melody played by a symphony orchestra, causing the scene to end in a cacophony). 

Sources: https://ok.ru/video/786666687010 (Video version by Tony Caban) and https://ok.ru/video/1263481326260 
(English spoken, with subtitles in Portuguese). A third source contains the initial piping of the 1st scene only: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBmBA_W-NpY (Bagpipes from Tunes of Glory [1:24]). 

NB¹: Neither the names of the pipers, nor that of the pipe band are mentioned in the closing credits or elsewhere. 
NB²: According to website FR, "The Commander's daughter (Susanna [Susannah] York in her first movie) causes her 

father great concern by becoming the sweetheart of a pipe corporal", and "The pipe band was that of the London" 
[sic]. On website WD: the latter statement is complete: … the London Scottish Regiment under P/M Dee de Laspee. 
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Unconquered (1947). 146 minutes. American historical adventure, based on the 1947 novel by Neil H. Swanson. Screenplay: 

Charles Bennett, Fredric M. Frank, Jesse Lasky Jr., and (uncredited) Jeanie Macpherson. Dir.: Cecil B. DeMille. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 2:19:10 – 2:22:50 (In the distance the 42nd Highlanders regiment is heard approaching, their band 

playing Wha saw the 42nd, which is followed by Barren rocks of Aden. When arriving, their band plays Wha saw the 
42nd again, which is almost (!) drowned), after a few measures, by the sound of an unseen military band that plays a 
tune that harmonises perfectly with that of the pipers). 

Sources: https://ok.ru/video/1582908444970, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phrYEKv0rmw&list=PLUjF_I9VAjY-
xuBfUp3BGmXrZj4A0v07o&index=228, and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phrYEKv0rmw&list=PLEp9U-
kF2zG_dGvkQfNtyOdFXtuanQC_y&index=18&t=0s. 

NB: According to websites FR and WD, "One of the pipers was William Sutherland Reid. He is recognizable by his crooked 
arm (broken and improperly set)", but his name is neither mentioned in the closing credits, nor elsewhere. 

Until they sail (1957). 94 minutes (black & white). American drama, based on Return to Paradise (1951), which is a collection 
of short stories by James A. Michener. Screenplay: Robert Anderson. Dir.: Robert Wise. 
4 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

3:37 – 5:37 (During a parade a pipe band is heard, but not seen, playing [Name of tune?]). 
9:30 – 10:20 (In the distance a bagpipe is heard, playing a slow march [Name?]). 
39:16-56 (The same melody of the previous scene is heard, also in the distance, but now it is cut off abruptly, and 

taken over by a dramatic composition played by a symphony orchestra). 
1:11:48 – 1:12:38 (During a military parade, a pipe band is heard (and briefly seen) playing Barren rocks of Aden). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/260884400803. 
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La victoire en chantant (Original title): ➺ Black and white in color. 
Vos gueules les mouettes! (1974). 76 [82?] minutes (partly in chamois/sepia, partly in colour). French comedy (set in 

Brittany, France), based on a musical stage-play by Gérard Calvi. Screenplay: Colette Brosset. Dir.: Robert Dhéry. 
2 scenes with bagpipe(s): 
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10:08 – 14:31 (An approaching Bagad (➺ http://editobari.nl/lemma_term.php?id=2176) is heard playing [Name of 
tune?]). The bagpipes of the Scottish type are called Binioù bras (➺ 
http://editobari.nl/lemma_term.php?id=2171). Later in this scene, when people are dancing, we also hear the 
rather "shrill" sound of the much smaller Binioù kozh (➺ http://editobari.nl/lemma_term.php?id=2117), which 
originally was the only bagpipe used in Breton traditional music. Moreover, traditionally it is always played in 
combination with a Bombarde, which is a kind of shawm, and never accompanied by any type of percussion. 

1:07:59 – 1:08:32 (TV-broadcast, in which part of the registration of the 1st scene is shown). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftnXwqzxJ1c. ® 
NB: The name of the Breton "bagpipe band" is Le Bagad ar-re-goz (➺ closing credits [1:15:33-35]). 
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Waterloo (1970). (Russian title: Ватерлоо). 134 / 123 minutes. Historical war drama. Soviet Union – Italian co-production. 

Screenplay: H.A.L. Craig (story), Collaboration: Sergei Bondarchuk and Vittorio Bonicelli. Dir.: Sergei Bondarchuk. 
3 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

34:46 – 36:00 (At a rather luxury party, 5 foursomes of fully dressed Scots execute a sword dance to the 
accompaniment of an unseen pipe band playing Loudon's bonnie woods and braes immediately followed by 
[Name of tune?]). 

36:07 – 37:09 (Now seen, the band plays Cock of the North while the dancers pick up their swords in a quite 
organised manner, and march away, upon which the playing band also leaves the hall, marching, their music 
being faded out). 

51:29 – 52:12 (A bagpipe plays a rather fast rendition of MacPherson's lament, which is sung by the marching men). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSaGPIpb830 (Fan cut). 
NB: In the closing credits we read that "The producer also wishes to thank the first battalion of The Gordon Highlanders" 

[➺ 2:09:43-47], but the name of the pipe band is not mentioned (unless it is that of the Gordon Highlanders). 
The Way ahead (1944). Aka Immortal Battalion. 115 (US: 91) minutes (black & white). British WW II drama. Screenplay: Eric 

Ambler and Peter Ustinov. Dir.: Carol Reed. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 43:35-43 (A piper, playing Highland laddie, precedes a marching regiment). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSdeNGCG-Aw (110:15 minutes). 
NB: One of the actors, John Laurie, is quite famous for his role as Private James Frazer (catchphrase: "we're doomed!") in 

the British sitcom Dad's Army. He's seen in several scenes throughout the film (➺ 22:53 – 24:06, &c.). 
Wee Geordie (US title): ➺ Geordie. 
Wee Willie Winkie (1937). 100 minutes (sepia [and partly turquoise (➺ NB¹)]). American adventure drama, based on the 

1897 story published in Wee Willie Winkie and Other Child Stories (a collection of short stories) by Rudyard Kipling. 
Screenplay: Julien Josephson, Ernest Pascal, and (uncredited) Mordaunt Shairp. Dir.: John Ford. 
10 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

0:00-59 (An unseen pipe band plays Wha saw the 42nd). 
16:48 – 17:30 (In the morning a piper walks through a dormitory, tuning his pipes and starting to play Wha saw the 

42n, the rather poor rendition of which is cut off abruptly, however, by the piercing sound of a signal horn blown 
by a colleague who then unsuccessfully tries to hide under the bed of another fellow). 

19:06-33 (An unseen pipe band plays Blue bonnets over the border while the regiment gathers in the compound). 
35:57 – 36:20 (Wha saw the 42n, played by a solo piper once more, this time in a more "appreciatable" rendition). 
39:39 – 40:07 (Wha saw the 42n, played again by the piper, who now precedes some marching soldiers). 
49:05 – 50:27 (4 men walk into a dormitory. The last of them is the piper, who is carrying his pipes in one hand). 
1:18:16-59 (The piper sits in a room with his bagpipe on his lap. Standing up, he walks behind a screen where he 

starts to play Lord Lovat's lament, which is cut off abruptly though). 
1:18:58 – 1:20:49 (A pipe band plays Lord Lovat's lament in the funeral cortege of one of the Scottish soldiers). 
1:24:53 – 1:25:53 (Playing Wha saw the 42nd, the pipe band precedes a regiment marching through a village). 
1:38:27 – 1:39:00 (The marching pipe band plays Blue bonnets over the border again, which is now cut off abruptly, 

though after a full "phrase"). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zn_qBiKY3AI. 
NB¹: The 2 parts in turquoise are night scenes (59:01 – 1:06:07 and 1:23:12 – 1:24:16). 
NB²: The closing credits reveal that the role of Pipe Major Sneath is played by actor Clyde Cook (1:39:27-46), but the 

name of the pipe band is not mentioned anywhere). 
Welcome to LA (1976). 106 minutes. American romantic musical drama. Screenplay and dir.: Alan Rudolph. 

NB¹: According to website FR, "Keith Carridine [Carradine], the star, is a piper, but doesn't play them in this film". 
NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source of the film, I was unable to check this information… 

When the pipers play, Ladies From Hell Part I and Instrument of War Part II (2003). 
NB¹: According to website WD, "a great bagpipes movies trilogy, considered an excellent history of the bagpipes". 
NB²: Due to the lack of any source of these films, in which bagpipes occur, I was unable to check this information… 
NB³: "When the Pipers Play" is the title of a registration of the "Music Show Scotland", held in Rotterdam [in 2016?]  

(➺ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBqgGDlVw74). "Ladies From Hell" is the title of several video registrations 
in which bagpipes play a role, but none of them could be called "a film". In the only film called "Instrument of War", 
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in which a musical instrument plays a prominent role, it is a violin made by a US pilot who was captured by the 
Germans and held in a prisoner of war camp (➺ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBqgGDlVw74). 
➺ also https://www.byutv.org/post/1151ac9b-6ad7-4af8-a9c8-b6db40dd06be/the-premiere-of-instrument-of-war. 

Whisky galore (1949). Aka A Tight little island. 82 minutes (black and white). British comedy. An adaptation of the 1947 novel 
by Compton Mackenzie. Screenplay: Compton Mackenzie and Angus MacPhail. Dir.: Alexander Mackendrick 
6 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

56:11-26 (The rather shrill sounding first measures of [Name of tune?], "played" by a lone piper). 
1:01:43 – 1:02:29 (In a pub a piper plays [Name of tune?], to which 4 people start dancing). 
1:03:05 – 1:04:28 (The piper plays Mrs MacLeod of Raasay, which is smoothly "taken over" by a melody played by an 

orchestra that, after a few measures, returns to the tune initially played by the piper). 
1:05:28-39 (The people are dancing again to the music of the piper who is playing the tune of the previous scene 

again, which is now cut off abruptly, though). 
1:06:02-07 (The drone of the pipes and the dancing people are seen, but not a sound of either is heard). 
1:21:45 – 1:22:08 (The piper takes his pipes, starts playing again, and the people are seen dancing, but this time the 

music is that of a symphony orchestra that even plays a fragment of the piper's tune, heard in scenes 3 and 4). 
Sources: https://ok.ru/video/2071419488931 and https://ok.ru/video/528165047024. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "There is a cameo scene with the great Highland piper Neil Angus MacDonald [➺ 

NB²]. In the background music, the tune played is The Deil's awa' wi' th' exciseman" [Devil misspelt on both websites; 
ws], but that melody doesn't even remotely resemble any of the tunes played in the scenes mentioned… 

NB²: The name Neil Angus MacDonald is not mentioned in the opening credits, neither as a piper, nor as an actor. 
The Wicker man (1973). 87 minutes. British folk horror, based on the 1967 novel Ritual by David Pinner. Screenplay: Anthony 

Shaffer. Dir.: Robin Hardy. 
4 scenes with bagpipe(s): 

2:19-50 (The Highland widow's lament, played on Northumbrian small pipes [?]). 
1:03:01-50 (Flashes of a young man with a Highland bagpipe in his hand, and of the bass drone only. In the beginning 

the instrument emits 1 single tone only, but the man doesn't play a tune at all). 
1:11:30-40 (A few very brief flashes of the young man playing his bagpipes during some pagan ritual procession, but 

its sound is not heard). 
1:13:24 – 1:14:51 (More flashes, after which he plays Oranges and lemons say the bells of St. Clements [➺ NB¹]). 

Sources: https://ok.ru/video/1916936850100, https://ok.ru/video/333489638136, and 
https://ok.ru/video/334029458168. ® 

NB¹: The first line of the earliest known version of this children's song reads "Two sticks and an apple ring the bells of 
White Chapel". Its fourth line reads "Oranges and Lemons ring the bells of St. Clements". 

NB²: In the closing credits Peter Brewis, Michael Cole, Ian Cutler, Bernard Murray, and Andrew Tompkins are mentioned 
as "musicians", but without any reference to the instruments they "played". 

Willow (1988). 125 minutes. American dark fantasy drama. Screenplay: Bob Dolman (Story: George Lucas). Dir.: Ron Howard. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 18:27-54 [?; ➺ NB²]. 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvwDAe6VIf8. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "The film features border pipes in the sound track". 
NB²: This is the only scene I detected, in which a tune [Name?] is played on a wind instrument. If a bagpipe at all, I was 

unable to define the type, but in my opinion the instrument doesn't have the particular sound of the Border pipes. 
Taking the structure of the sounds heard into account, the tune is probably played on 2 (or even 3) shawms instead. 

Wrongfully accused (1998). 86 minutes. American satirical comedy. Screenplay and dir.: Pat Proft. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:08:04-54 (At some unidentified Highland games a pipe band plays Scotland the brave, directly 

followed by [Name of tune?], which for some enigmatic reason is cut off abruptly). 
Source: https://ok.ru/video/1183740987942." 
NB¹: In the closing credits it is mentioned that "Scotland the Brave" was performed by the Lothian & Borders Police Pipe 

Band (➺ 1:21:14-18). I reckon that they also played the other tune… 
NB²: According to websites FR and WD, "… starring Lesley Nielson [Leslie Nielsen]. In one scene he dresses up in a kilt 

and mixes into a band of pipers…", which isn't true, because a rifle can hardly be called the right equipment for that. 
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The Year of living dangerously (1982). 114 minutes. Australian romantic drama, based on the 1978 novel by Christopher 

Koch. Screenplay: Peter Weir and David Williamson. Dir.: Peter Weir. 
NB¹: According to websites FR and WD, "In the scene where Mel Gibson meets Sigourney Weaver for the first time, he 

makes a remark about "some damn fool" playing the bagpipe while a riotous mob attacked the British Embassy. 
Turns out the damn fool was her military attaché at the embassy who plays later on at a New Year's Party". 

NB²: Due to the lack of a safe source of the film, I was unable to check this information… 
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The Yellow submarine (1968). Aka The Beatles: Yellow submarine. 87 minutes. British animated musical comedy, based on 
the 1966 song by John Lennon and Paul McCartney. Screenplay: Lee Minoff (story), Al Brodax, Jack Mendelsohn, Erich 
Segal, and (uncredited) Roger McGough. Dir.: George Dunning. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:02:37 – 1:03:00 (A bagpipe, lying on the floor, emits a sound. When picked up, it starts playing 

Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu, upon which it is thrown out of the window. Bouncing downhill, it keeps playing the 
tune, emitting an additional plangent noise at each bounce, until it falls on the ground, where it emits the usual 
"dying" sound). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/43219814944. 
NB: ➺ also Help! 

The Young lions (1958). 167 minutes (black and white). American WW II drama, based on the 1948 novel by Irwin Shaw. 
Screenplay: Edward Anhalt. Dir.: Edward Dmytryk. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 1:36:48 – 1:37:22 (Cock of the North, heard playing during a battle). 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFmubPRHlwQ. 
NB: According to websites FR and WD, "There is a spectacular battle scene at night with shells bursting all around [which 

is definitely not my cup of tea; ws], and a piper playing Scotland the brave", but I have not heard that tune anywhere 
in the film. 

You're a big boy now (1966). American comedy, based on the 1963 novel by David Benedictus. Screenplay and dir.: Francis 
Ford Coppola. 
Scene with bagpipe(s): 13:57 – 14:15 (The Kerry Dance, played on a saxophone by Rufus Harley (Source: https://pop-

culture.fandom.com/wiki/You%27re_a_Big_Boy_Now). The scene shows Harley, however, as a "piper" preceding a 
group of children skipping down a hill. The sound of his bagpipe is not heard at all). 

Source: https://ok.ru/video/260117301929 (English spoken, drowned by dubbing in Russian). 
NB: According to website FR, " - featuring Rufus Harley (a piper who specialises in jazz)", but his name is not mentioned 

in the opening credits, nor is he heard playing any type of bagpipe… 
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Alphabetical index of all tunes mentioned in this survey. 

Titles referred to in remarks, but not verified, are marked [?]. 
The numbers in brackets indicate the amount of films in which they occur (Multiple occurrences counted as 1). [2?] means "at least 1 detected". 

Titles of tunes that are mentioned in remarks but not played, are referred to by unmarked numbers in square brackets (e.g. [1] or 1 [+1], &c.). 
NB: Incipits ws, written in Finale®. 

 
The 51st highland division [?]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMMiWl-I5j4 

 
 
The 79s farewell to Gibraltar (3): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94L9f1QD0aY 

 
 
Amazing grace (12): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8AeV8Jbx6M 

 
 
The Atholl highlanders (2 [3?]): https://youtu.be/o62ux3RfajM?t=11 

 
 
Barren rocks of Aden (5 [6?]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUx8ntCzo-w 

 
 
Believe me if all those endearing young charms (Thomas Moore, 1808): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_Sm6W0kE-M 

 
(NB: The original is slightly different) 

 
Big Fran's baby (Clint Eastwood, 1993): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJBJpV-5AOw 

 
NB: Saxophone version (Lennie Niehaus): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eN8eI4MGhGE 

 
The Black bear (2 [3?]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7PKSOAtUjc 

 
 
Black mill: ➺ https://thesession.org/tunes/4495 (setting 8; played on concertina) 

NB: Version played on violin: https://bagpipe.news/2020/12/28/stories-of-the-tunes-the-black-mill/ (➺ video;) 

 
(In the film played on a practice chanter) 

 
Blowing in the wind (Bob Dylan, 1962): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWwgrjjIMXA&list=FL1VnSFKctTyatWDONFr8z-w&index=319 

 
(NB: The original version [in G Major] has no pick-up measure) 
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Blue bonnets over the border (4 [+1]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZIObS4owbJM 

 
 
Boléro (Maurice Ravel, 1928), played on a Galician Gaita grileira: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJ4Jl-uqIus 

 
 
Boy's lament for his dragon (William Mackay): ➺ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ac9HQzCy69g (very poor execution) 

 
NB: In the score (in D Major) the note marked * is a natural c² (➺ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWCYZqxxwvw) 

 
Bridal chorus ["Here comes the bride"] (Richard Wagner, 1850): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gb6J2DUpxFY 

 
 
The Brown haired maiden (2 [3?]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXyXSYEaL2E 

 
 
The Campbells are coming (3): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JbkzIPJFDE4 

 
NB: Historical recording: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gZZpinoOwo 

 
Cha Till McCruimein [Mac Crimmon will never return]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5unIArA17w 

 
(NB: Approximate durations [Pitches correct]) 

NB: March version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcb2hoxOcV8 
 

 
The Clumsy lover [?]: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCZQY7qtyaM ("Common" [i.e. original] version). 

 
"Dynamic" version (beat: 3+3+2): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwK7hjxy-74 

 
 
Cock of the North (5 [7?] +1): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0TZyjRJAQE 

 
 
Colonel Bogey march, played by a Military band: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTNQQP5wEaA. 
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The Corn rigs are bonnie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jrAleagUnM 

 
 
Da ya think I'm sexy? (Rod Stewart, 2017): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hphwfq1wLJs (official video) 

 
 
De'il [Devil] among the tailors (3 [1 of which is played on a fiddle]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDpT0_Y2nKA 

 
Version as a country dance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkXC9shBnYk 

 
The Deil's [Devil is] awa' wi' th' exciseman: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYjmPq31fAw 

 
 
Dixie land: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OKdbc0DYpM 

 
 
Dragon's lullaby [film composition?]: Not found, but try https://youtu.be/gy4qlktMavY?t=757 

 
 
Endearing young charms: ➺ Believe me If… 
 
Erin's lament [1]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rVlyJUsQHo (played on violin) 

 
 
The Fields of Athenry: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3KuQLWRVdY 

 
Compare https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYvffYsiRh8 (Maurice Jarre, Keating's Triumph). 
NB: Version on Uilleann pipes https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uu7dy6lsbc 

 
Flowers of the forest (3 [+1]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbF8Zi7LN2U 

 
 
Gary Owen (Aka Garryowen): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUjVfNk9MAw 
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The Gathering of Lochiel [?]: [URL of tune not detected yet] 

 
 
Glendaruel highlanders (2 [3?]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4hfK1GDOL8 

 
 
Going home: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufGrn0LK6is 

 
➺ Antonín Dvořák, Symphony No. 9, From the New World, Largo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aa-aD0SdxTY 

 
Green hills of Tyrol (Aka A Scottish soldier) (2 [3?]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAwSZ3CGydc 

 
NB: Vocal version (Andy Stewart): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0sAitY3y9mY 

 
The Haughs o'Cromdale: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LH4MGv5IJNs 

 
 
The High road to Gairloch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gov3lfGqQ48 

 
 
Highland cathedral: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAsdo0zMUyA 

 
 
Highland laddie (10 [+1]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2EH499VFz8 

 
 
The Highland widow's lament: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Oze3MMSBpU (Highland lament). 

 
NB: Version with lyrics: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgmNERLGnCU 

 
The Hills of Glenorchy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZRNqm_erGvA (1st tune of the set). 

 
 
Hoot mon (intro): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=miobysK59tI 

 
 
Hot punch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HnmmgDRJii4 
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Jennie's black e'e: [URL of tune not detected yet] 

 
 
Jenny's bawbee: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjcg6f_Itpw 

 
 
The Kerry dance (2): https://youtu.be/9ir9ocRNsA4?t=4 

 
 
Killiecrankie [?]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFAO64ULT_Q 

 
 
Lament for the children (pìobaireachd): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98b-3sakfMo 

 
NB: More recent recording (Robert Watt, 2014): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwC5u0ddD_I 

 
Loch Lomond (4 [1 of which by an orchestra]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXGVFJqSqqg (Sung by The Corries). 

 
NB: Version played by a pipe band: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SFzP9GvQi8 
NB: Version in My Bunny lies over the sea: 

 
 
Lord Lovat's lament (2): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wyt_ajxzW7w 

 
 
Loudon's bonnie woods and braes (2): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5Eq5qwI4HQ  

(Surprisingly well played by a slip of a girl). 

 
 
MacCrimmon will never return: ➺ Cha Till McCruimein. 
 
Macintosh's lament (2): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_l1PULVdoQo 

 
 
MacPherson's lament: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IVd7FDdKxM 
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Mairi's wedding (3 [5?]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSlHnW30KiY (1st tune of the set). 

 
 
The Minstrel boy (3 [4?]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2cOOYumbOM 

 
 
Mist covered mountains: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZvM5Qw-Aw8 

 
 
Mrs MacLeod of Raasay (6): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9IMqZfVqUA 

 
NB: Up tempo "Playford-like" version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0qSN4xVXYs 

 
 
Muiñeira de Freixido (Played on a Galician Gaita grileira): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yUwyHFmVcU 

 
(NB: Played on a Gaita redonda) 

 
Murdo's wedding: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Fc0V6RUXsA 

 
 
My home in the hills: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vI98QKQTkSs 

 
 
My lodging's on the cold ground (Scottish title): ➺ Believe me If… 
 
Orange and blue [?]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJHpxsJoUWc 

 
 
Oranges and lemons say the bells of St. Clements: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91Za-Nu2XW4 

 
 
O'Sullivan's march [2?]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwXh1KU1aYQ 

 
Version played on Uilleann pipes (The Chieftains): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvDtHbPcsXU 

 
Pìobaireachd of Donald Dhu [Pibroch o'Donuil Dhubh] (10): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I79uNDx1HMg 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0qSN4xVXYs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yUwyHFmVcU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Fc0V6RUXsA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vI98QKQTkSs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJHpxsJoUWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91Za-Nu2XW4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwXh1KU1aYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvDtHbPcsXU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I79uNDx1HMg


Pipe Major Donald McLean: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ho2whOtdnpY 

 
 
The Rakes of Mallow [Reici Mhala] (2): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXs6hlgV5nk 

 
 
Road to the isles (1 [+1]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BchQCK0zl70 

 
 
The Rock and the wee pickle tow [?]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHqN8BRyjqs 

 
Version on Scottish Border pipes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVisk_Er1lc 

 
Rowan tree (2): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9M6rcVxKW1I 

 
 
St. Patrick's day: [URL of tune not detected yet] 

 
 
Scotland the brave (17 [19?]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=015cuzsyab0 (Sung by Seamus Kennedy). 

 
 
A Scottish soldier: ➺ Green hills of Tyrol. 
 
Scott's play (© Cato): [Film not detected yet] 

 
Tune not detected yet 

 
Setting sail: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZtL0TtZ1uw (Setting Sails! [sic]). ➺ Muiñeira de Freixido. 
 
Sinful Davey (sung by Esther Ofarim): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_47qogtZb1g  

 
NB: The 2 versions in the movie and the promo single version are not exactly the same. There is also a third version. 

 
The Stars and stripes forever: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5bcpjUjLpU&list=RDTFubhsfwp_c&index=14 (Played by 

a military band, with vocals) 

 
 
Tha mi sgith (fairy song): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqfKigp99cY 

 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ho2whOtdnpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXs6hlgV5nk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BchQCK0zl70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHqN8BRyjqs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVisk_Er1lc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9M6rcVxKW1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=015cuzsyab0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZtL0TtZ1uw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_47qogtZb1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5bcpjUjLpU&list=RDTFubhsfwp_c&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqfKigp99cY


We're no awa' tae bide awa' (2): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jvv7775098 

 
NB: Vocal version (Andy Stewart): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YIA1i0pBtw 

 
Wha saw the 42nd (4 [6?]): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xd_NKEUBWjY 

 
NB: "Rock" version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVMrRwtC1cs 

 
Will ye no come back again: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xl9240HWXBU 

 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jvv7775098
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YIA1i0pBtw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xd_NKEUBWjY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVMrRwtC1cs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xl9240HWXBU


Unidentified tunes 
NB: All notations correspond with the pitch of the performances. 

 
Backdraft (1991): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNVdykG5nKw. 

 
 
Bedknobs and broomsticks (1971): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NVYHtZodeg&list=PLTYoHtuyugoCFMasu_NvWPLuNhy9Pi4LZ&index=7&t=0s&app
=desktop (45:09-45). 

 
 
Bhowani junction (1956): https://ok.ru/video/784385772117 (1:58 – 4:14). 

 
(This is an attempt to capture at least the basic structure of this tune) 

 
Black and white in color (1976): https://ok.ru/video/200177289974 (1:23:40 – 1:24:42). 

 
(Uncertain approach, because part of the first line is drowned by the shouting of men). 

 
Bonnie Prince Charlie (1948): https://archive.org/details/BonniePrinceCharlie1948. 
 

a (20:08-13): Camerons of Glendessary 

 
NB: ➺ Mary, Queen of Scots (1971), tune b. 

 
b (20:14-42): McDonalds of Keppoch 

 
 

c (23:56 – 24:25) 

 
(Salient melodic features undiscernible, due to the surrounding noise). 

 
Braveheart (1995): https://ok.ru/video/232284490254. 
 

a (12:00 – 13:14) 

 
(A piper "plays" Great Highland Bagpipes, but the sound is that of Uilleann Pipes). 

 
b (18:08 – 19:02 [Scottish smallpipes?]) 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNVdykG5nKwC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NVYHtZodeg&list=PLTYoHtuyugoCFMasu_NvWPLuNhy9Pi4LZ&index=7&t=0s&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NVYHtZodeg&list=PLTYoHtuyugoCFMasu_NvWPLuNhy9Pi4LZ&index=7&t=0s&app=desktop
https://ok.ru/video/784385772117
https://ok.ru/video/200177289974
https://archive.org/details/BonniePrinceCharlie1948
https://ok.ru/video/232284490254


c (24:47 – 25:00 [Uilleann Pipes]) 

 
 

d (1:54:11-52 [Uilleann Pipes]) 

 
 
Breaker Morant (1980): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GS7uwvy57k. 
 

a (47:44 – 48:08) 

 
 

b (1:29:56 – 1:30:42) 

 
(Uncertain approach, because part of the melody is drowned by talking men). 

 
Casino royale (1967): https://ok.ru/video/535897901720 (12:30 - 13:00). 

 
 
The Charge of the light brigade (1968): https://ok.ru/video/882464590525. 
 

a (1:05:20 – 1:06:40) 

 
(Salient melodic features undiscernible, due to the surrounding noise). 

 
b (1:16:17-40) 

 
(This is an attempt to capture at least the basic structure of this tune). 

 
The Commitments (1991): https://ok.ru/video/1229692734037 (13:04-18 [Uilleann Pipes]). 

 
 
The Dead poets' society (1989): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1unMAruf1w (47:40 – 48:03). 

 
(An attempt to capture the first melody line). 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GS7uwvy57k
https://ok.ru/video/535897901720
https://ok.ru/video/882464590525
https://ok.ru/video/1229692734037
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1unMAruf1w


The Devil's own (1997): https://shahidwbas.tv/watch.php?vid=c8a16f66b [Tunes played on Uilleann Pipes]. 
 

a (1:05 – 2:05) 

 
 

b (35:15 – 36:00) 

 
(Attempt to capture a fragment of a tune that is almost drowned by the surrounding noise). 

 
Dr. Phibes rises again (1972): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OiExTyoQdc (1:14:15 – 1:16:15). 

 
 
Dragon world (1994): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gy4qlktMavY (14:23 – 15:09). 

 
(Reconstruction of a tune, allegedly played on Scottish pipes, but the sound is that of Uilleann pipes). 

 
The Drum (1938): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXes-eV48NQ. 
 

a (21:06 – 22:20) 

 
(Compare Glendaruel highlanders). 

 
b (1:00:36 – 1:01:18) 

 
 

c (1:18:07 – 1:19:47) 

 
 
Eye for an eye (1981): https://ok.ru/video/1333057423897 (10:43 – 12:00). 

 
 

  

https://shahidwbas.tv/watch.php?vid=c8a16f66b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OiExTyoQdc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gy4qlktMavY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXes-eV48NQ
https://ok.ru/video/1333057423897


Far and away (1992): https://www.almastba.tv/watch.php?vid=e64573f60 [Tunes played on Uilleann Pipes]. 
 

a (00:25-45) 

 
(Attempt to capture the dynamic structure of the phrase played on Uilleann pipes, then taken over by a tin whistle). 

NB: See also https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpxIeQMvGy8&list=PL7YHy8z2vbpp2c1YTbWZUfpW7RjV0Dr1K&index=6&t=0s 
 

b (36:43 – 37:22) 

 
 

c (38:13-26) 

 
(Intro to d) 

 
d (38:27-55) 

 
 
The Field (1990): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUEbVIRdhDo [Tunes played on Uilleann Pipes]. 
 

a (00:00-35) 

 
 

b (4:53 – 5:25 [and 21:27-57 (with a slightly different end)]) 

 
 

c (43:23-42) 

 
 

d (1:24:04-18) 

 
 

  

https://www.almastba.tv/watch.php?vid=e64573f60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpxIeQMvGy8&list=PL7YHy8z2vbpp2c1YTbWZUfpW7RjV0Dr1K&index=6&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUEbVIRdhDo


e (1:44:29 – 1:45:04) 

 
 
Greyfriars Bobby (1961): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-n1Ifad-4YI (00:00-28). 

 
 
Gunga Din (1939): https://ok.ru/video/276410862243 (27:53 – 29:22). 

 
 
Happy go lovely (1951): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWMUUXFTFfk (7:54 – 8:20). 

 
 
The Hasty heart (1949): https://ok.ru/video/450887813787 (30:42 – 31:01). 

 
 
Heaven help us (1985): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCWMVlkm6EM&has_verified=1 (age-protected). 

[Tunes played on Uilleann Pipes] 
 

a (3:54 – 4:42) 

 
 

b (7:17 – 8:04) 

 
 

c (1:12:29 – 1:14:00) 

 
 
Highlander III: The sorcerer (1995): http://online.sktorrent.eu/video/11055/highlander-3-highlander-iii-the-sorcerer-1995-cz 

(1:06:29 – 1:07:40 [Uilleann Pipes]). 

 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-n1Ifad-4YI
https://ok.ru/video/276410862243
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWMUUXFTFfk
https://ok.ru/video/450887813787
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCWMVlkm6EM&has_verified=1
http://online.sktorrent.eu/video/11055/highlander-3-highlander-iii-the-sorcerer-1995-cz


Hills of home (1948): https://ok.ru/video/1474717289200 (1:32:12 – 1:33:44). 

 
 
I know where I'm going (1945): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jclsmUgyetc (48:19 – 50:37). 

 
 
Kidnapped (1971): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1Aow34t9BU. 
 

a (0:35 – 1:26) 

 
 

b (1:17:55 – 1:18:23) 

 
 
Kidnapped (1995): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3Etf9m2vBY  (2:14:06 – 2:15:00 and 2:28:56 – 2:30:20). 

 
(Incomplete melodic line of a slow air, the rhythmic structure of which I was unable to determine). 

 
Lafayette (1961): https://ok.ru/video/206236224238. 
 

a (1:18:03-56 and 1:19:16-30) 

 
(Attempt to capture the fragment of a melody, the 2 last 2 measures of which [and the rest] are drowned by surrounding sounds). 

 
b (1:20:49 – 1:21:20 and 1:21:43 – 1:22:01) 

 
 
Lair of the white worm (1989): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujjIVoAN2Yc. 

 
(NB: Note the slight interpretation differences in the repetition). 

 
  

https://ok.ru/video/1474717289200
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jclsmUgyetc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1Aow34t9BU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3Etf9m2vBY
https://ok.ru/video/206236224238
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujjIVoAN2Yc


The Little rascals (1994): https://ok.ru/video/224709904910 (20:50-54). 

 
 
Madeleine (1950): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fNIwcyhPS4 (23:20 – 25:47). 

 
 
Margaret's museum (1995): https://de-de.facebook.com/115017873650261/videos/margarets-museum-by-sheldon-currie-

cape-breton-island/251937466445702/. 
c (9:32 – 9:58) 

 
 

e (24:32 – 25:41) 

 
 

g (27:22 – 28:13) 

 
(Attempt to capture the rhythmic structure) 

 
i (31:12 – 32:36) 

 
 

j (1:12:24 – 1:12:44 – 1:13:04) & k (1:42:16 – 1:43:38): ➺ g ! 
 
Mary of Scotland (1936): https://ok.ru/video/261637212835. 
 

a (24:47 – 25:12 and 39:35 – 40:06) 

 
 

b (40:07-11) 

 
(In my memory this tune starts with a pick-up measure, and has a slightly different melodic line): 

 
 

c (1:30:05 – 1:31:31 and 2:01:36-51) 

 
 

  

https://ok.ru/video/224709904910
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fNIwcyhPS4
https://de-de.facebook.com/115017873650261/videos/margarets-museum-by-sheldon-currie-cape-breton-island/251937466445702/
https://de-de.facebook.com/115017873650261/videos/margarets-museum-by-sheldon-currie-cape-breton-island/251937466445702/
https://ok.ru/video/261637212835


Mary, Queen of Scots (1971): https://ok.ru/video/1666764507895. 
 

a (27:20-50) 

 
(Attempt to capture a melodic line that is partially drowned by unnecessarily loudly spoken Spanish dubbing). 

 
b (1:18:00 – 1:19:25) 

 
NB: Compare Bonnie Prince Charlie (1948), tune a (20:08-13): Camerons of Glendessary. 

 
The Master of Ballantrae (1953): https://ok.ru/video/792452925954. 
 

a (8:43 – 9:18) 

 
 

b (1:04:08 – 1:04:36) 

 
(Compare Mairi's Wedding). 

 
Mother Lode (1982): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OuJ7MWkKAk (1:03:49 – 1:04:13). 

 
(Attempt to capture the hardly discernible rubato first line within the rhythmic structure of the second).  

 
My Bunny lies over the sea (1948): https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6hifjh (05:52 – 06:06). 

 
 
National velvet (1944): https://ok.ru/video/1127648070384. 
 

a (1:35:27 – 1:36:00) 

 
 

b (1:47:12-37) 

 
 

https://ok.ru/video/1666764507895
https://ok.ru/video/792452925954
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OuJ7MWkKAk
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6hifjh
https://ok.ru/video/1127648070384


c (1:47:47 – 1:48:05) 

 
 

d (1:48:05-23) 

 
 
Den Ofrivillige golfaren (1991: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ny8eBEnvCUk (1:36:52 – 1:39:17). 

 
(I chose for this notation because, when playing, to me this feels like 3+2 rather than 2+3). 

 
On the double (1961): https://ok.ru/video/41332509291 (1:31:36-50). 

 
 
The Onion field (1979): https://ok.ru/video/1030229264962. 
 

a (2:01:55 – 2:02:24) 

 
 

b (2:02:12-40) 

 
(➺ The main text for the note on the cacophony of the performances a & b). 

 
c (2:04:00 35) = a 

 
d (2:04:36 – 2:05:17) 

 
 

e (2:05:17 – 2:06:12) 

 
 
The Pest (1997): https://ok.ru/video/37393205826 (16:08-16). 

 
 
The Playboy of the western world (1962): https://ok.ru/video/333558188792 (1:09:27 – 1:10:47 [Uilleann Pipes]). 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ny8eBEnvCUk
https://ok.ru/video/41332509291
https://ok.ru/video/1030229264962
https://ok.ru/video/37393205826
https://ok.ru/video/333558188792


The Quiet man (1952): https://ok.ru/video/1292543724230, https://ok.ru/video/38713297474 (48:11-49), and 
https://ok.ru/video/718132283906 (in which the scenes start 10 seconds later). 

 
 
Le Retour de Martin Guerre (1982): https://ok.ru/video/229176773206. 
 

a (4:10-22) 

 
 

b (4:23-44) 

 
 
Rob Roy, the highland rogue (1953): https://www.cda.pl/video/60697264 
 

a (7:48 – 8:56) 

 
 

b (1:15:25 – 1:16:37) 

 
 
Rob Roy (1995): https://ok.ru/video/37914479263 [Tunes played on Uilleann Pipes]. 
 

a (7:13-26) 

 
 

b (1:04:00-22) 

 
 

c (1:26:12-30) 

 
 
Rockets galore! (1958): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-3FrEwacfA. 
 

a (49:27 – 51:17) 

 
 

b (58:28-44 and 59:03 - 1:00:05) 

 

https://ok.ru/video/1292543724230
https://ok.ru/video/38713297474
https://ok.ru/video/718132283906
https://ok.ru/video/229176773206
https://www.cda.pl/video/60697264
https://ok.ru/video/37914479263
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-3FrEwacfA


 
c (1:07:59 – 1:08:48) 

 
(Salient melodic features undiscernible, due to the surrounding noise). 

 
Lo Sbarco di Anzio (1967): https://ok.ru/video/285892414115 (Anzio) (10:12 – 11:10). 

 
 
A Shot at glory (2002): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgZjbe4KvV8. 
 

a (1:13 – 3:21 and 5:11 – 6:18) 

 
 

b (17:05-34) 

 
(Attempt to capture the first line that is partly drowned by the surrounding noise). 

 
c (36:35 – 38:50) 

 
(Even though pretty well-known, I can't think of its name). 

 

 
1 or 2 undiscernible tunes, the sound of which is drowned by the surrounding noise. 

 
Sinful Davey (1969): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxY5HXVghR8. 
 

a (1:20:29 – 1:21:05) 

 
 

b (1:27:32 – 1:28:08) 

 
(Attempt to capture the melodical line within a more or less logical rhythmic structure). 

 
State of grace (1990): https://ok.ru/video/1252778510895. 
 

a (2:01:16 – 2:02:05) 

 
 

  

https://ok.ru/video/285892414115
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgZjbe4KvV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxY5HXVghR8
https://ok.ru/video/1252778510895


b (2:02:06-18) 

 
 
Straw dogs (1971): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QpdpAgxqok (40:32-48 and 1:45:45 – 1:48:06). 

 
 
The Swordsman (1948): https://ok.ru/video/36813146825 and https://ok.ru/video/89141676745 (1:10:24 – 1:11:12). 

 
 
The Thirty nine steps (1978): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUpG1bRelf8 (46:11 – 47:30). 

 
 
The Three musketeers: The Queen's Diamonds (1973): https://ok.ru/video/87728654984 (1:05:01-06). 

 
(Attempt to capture a rather dubious out-of-tune melodic fragment). 

 
Titanic (1997): https://ok.ru/video/41216576216 (Mainly played by an Irish band incl. Uilleann pipes). 
 

a (24:34 – 25:19 and 1:27:27 – 1:29:01 [Uilleann Pipes]) 

 
 

b (1:02:49 – 1:03:46) 

 
 

c (1:04:07 – 1:05:37) 

 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QpdpAgxqok
https://ok.ru/video/36813146825
https://ok.ru/video/89141676745
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUpG1bRelf8
https://ok.ru/video/87728654984
https://ok.ru/video/41216576216


d (1:05:51 – 1:06:58) 

 
 

e (1:07:01-23) 

 
 
Trouble in mind (1985): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWceUMBPFLA (6:03-33 and 1:25:14-53). 

 
 
Tunes of glory (1960): https://ok.ru/video/786666687010 and https://ok.ru/video/1263481326260. 
 

a (3:38 – 4:05) 

 
(Note the unusual point of repetition in the middle of a melodic phrase, causing a rare 12 measure melody line). 

 
b (10:19 – 12:16 and 12:50-58) 

 
(Attempt to capture a melodic phrase that is partly drowned by the surrounding noise). 

 
c (41:58 – 42:17) 

 
 
Until they sail (1957): https://ok.ru/video/260884400803. 
 

a (3:37 – 5:37) 

 
(Salient melodic features undiscernible, due to the surrounding noise). 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWceUMBPFLA
https://ok.ru/video/786666687010
https://ok.ru/video/1263481326260
https://ok.ru/video/260884400803


b (9:30 – 10:20 and 39:16-56) 

 
 
Vos gueules les mouettes! (1974): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftnXwqzxJ1c (10:08 – 14:31). 

 
 
Waterloo (1970): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSaGPIpb830 (35:43 – 36:00). 

 
 
Whisky galore (1949): https://ok.ru/video/2071419488931 and https://ok.ru/video/528165047024. 
 

a (56:11-26) 

 
 

b (1:01:43 – 1:02:29) 

 
 
Willow (1988): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvwDAe6VIf8 (18:27-54). 

 
 
Wrongfully accused (1998): https://ok.ru/video/1183740987942 (1:08:48-54). 

 
(Entire fragment). 

 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftnXwqzxJ1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSaGPIpb830
https://ok.ru/video/2071419488931
https://ok.ru/video/528165047024
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvwDAe6VIf8
https://ok.ru/video/1183740987942


Verification of details 
 
Total of titles listed (Excluding all alternative titles, of course): 

 
1-9   3 (1 of which marked in yellow) 
A    2 
B  17 (3) 
C    8 (1) 
D  12 (1) 
E    4 (1) 
F  10 (4) 
G    9 (3) 
H  11 (1 of which is a hoax) 
I    4 (1) 
J     4 (2) 
K    5 (2) 
L    9 (2) 
M 15 (2) 
N    6 (3) 
O    6 
P    8 (1) 
Q    1 
R  16 (4) 
S  15 (4) 
T  13 (6) 
U    2 
V    1 
W   9 (2) 
X   - 
Y    4 (1) 
Z    - 

Tunes: 
  A  B C   (➺ explanation below)  
1 - 9 2   - 
A  2   - 
B  9 12 1 
C  6   3 1 
D  4   8 
E  1   1 
F  2   9 
G  5   2 
H  8   7 
I  -   1 
J  2   - 
K  1   3 
L  4   3 
M  9 10 
N  -   4 
O  3   6 
P  2   2 
Q  -   1 
R  4 10 1 
S  7 11 1 
T  1 11 
U  -   1 1 
V  -   1 
W  3   4 
X  -   - 
Y  -   - 
Z  -   - 
 

 
Total:   194 films (Of 149 of which I was able to find a safe full source in which I detected at least 1 scene with bagpipe(s)). 
 
A: Known tunes:    75 
B: Unidentified (yet):  110 
C: Undiscernible:        5 
      190 
 
Wiebe Stodel, 24 Dec. 2021. 
 


